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Slave Remains Leave the Mecca and Return to Original Site
By Danielle Scruggs

Asst. Campus Editor
The bones of four African
slaves, unearthed in New York
City over a decade ago and
sent to Howard for research,
are finally being sent back to
their resting place following a
Rites of Ancestral Return
liturgy held at Rankin Chapel
on Tuesday.
The liturgy began with a
solemn processional from
Founders Library to Rankin.
The pallbearers carried the
remains of an adult male, an
adult female, a male child and
a female child in four handcarved wooden coffins from
Ghana to the sounds of drumming from the African
Heritage Drummers.
Reverend
Herbert
Daughtry delivered the most
rousing speech of the evening,
criticizing event planners for

not letting in key members of Voice And Sing."
the research team due to overShirtless and adorned
crowding. "Brothers and sis- with several colorful beaded
ters who struggled and put necklaces, Brown poured
their lives on the line are out- water and sprinkled dirt over
side, they should be let in!" each coffin with care while
Daughtry said, his booming chanting a prayer.
voice becoming choked with
"It is from water that we
emotion.
come from ... we come in
Daughtry was also upset honor, in homage to our
at the initial lack of respect ancestors that were born here
given to the remains.
and in Africa," Brown said.
" I was the first to go to "We give honor to them. We
the grave and view the bones know indeed we are an
of our ancestors. We struggled African people."
for the bones to be brought
Howard
University
here to Howard. The bones of President H. Patrick Swygert
our ancestorS' were being scat- took to the pulpit and
tered over the metropolitan expressed his pleasure that
area!" he said.
Howard was chosen to be part
Earlier in the evening, of the African Burial Project.
Nana Kwabena Brown, chief
" It is very appropriate
priest of the Temple of Nyame that the 419 skeletal remains
performed a libation ceremo- were brought here for study,"
ny after the Performing President Swygert said. "This
Artists Under the Lord is as much a homecoming
(P.A.U.L.) choir sang a heartfelt rendition of "Lift Every
See REMAINS page A6

Law Clinic Helps
District Residents
By Danielle Scruggs

Asst. Campus Editor
The Howard University
School of Law's Clinical Law
Center is helping low income
D.C. residents obtain free legal
services while giving law students beneficial in-court expe•
r1ence.
The Clinical Law Center,
which started in 1995, offers
students two clinical programs
Criminal Justice and
Alternative Dispute Resolution
(ADR) - as well as an externship program and the opportunity to participate in the D.C.
Law Students in Court (LSIC)
consortium.
Clinical
Law
Center
Director Tamar Meekins said
the clinic benefits both Howard
students and the D.C. community.
"The ADR clinic provides
mediation between undergraduates and for the D.C. community. We provide high quality

legal representation to lowincome people," Meekins said.
She added that the different
clinics give students a chance
to apply what they have
learned in the classroom in an
actual courtroom.
The Criminal Justice clinic
is a one-year, 12-credit course
limited to 16 students a year.
Through this clinic, students
develop t_heir litigation skills by
representing juvenile offenders
charged with criminal misdemeanors in D.C. Superior
Court. Students handle all
aspects of a court case including classroom seminars concerning constitutional law and
representation.
April Frazier, a third year
law student participating in the
criminal justice clinic, said she
loves her job.
"I wanted to make sure I
had practical legal practice,"
Frazier said. "You find out
what the law really is and get-

PHOTO BY BlNTA

The remains of four African American slaves were sent off to their final resting spot in
New York Tuesday. The bones were discovered in 1991during the construction of a
federal building.

33rd Annual Car~er Fair
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Howard Dean, one of the
nine democratic presidential
candidates. Will be holding a
town hall meeting in the
School of Business at 1:00pm
today. In a recent interview,
Dean outlined some of his
ideas that he hopes to implement if he becomes President
of the United States.
PllOTO RY I\IAY/\ G\LLIAl\l

The Career Exploration featured a week of activities including forums, panel discussions, workshops, and networking sessions. It also provided students with the
opportunity to network with approximately 155-165 companies.

See COMMUNITY page A6

Students Question Professionalism of Campus Security
ty officers and lackadaisical
attitudes, among other things,
many students believe that
campus security is lacking.
"Campus security is severely inadequate." sophomore
legal communications major
Brandi Sims said. "They're not
doing what they are supposed
to do and need a lot of improvement."
Sophomore nursing major
Yanique Black agrees.
"They're ju&t people that
get paid to sit for a few minPHOTO BY M,\Y'\ {,lll..1.\\1
utes," she said. "That's the easiest job in the world."
Many students claim that
By Melanie R. Holmes
campus security officers do
Hilltop Staff Writer
everything but their job.
Many Howard University Sleeping, reading and relaxing
students do not feel safe on are a few activities several officampus. Citing sleeping securi- cers do while on duty according

Q&Awith
Howard Dean

to the job. Some students feel said. "And the officers at
to students.
"I saw a security officer in that the officers just don't have Meridian do a better job than
the lounge watching television the desire to do their jobs and
suggest that this could be the
in my dorm," said Black.
Smith added, "Some of cause of insufficient security
"We need more people who
them are always on the phone."
According to students, are dedicated to doing their job
security officers lack devotion and act like they ,vant to be
here," Black said.
Sophomore print journalism major Terez Paylor feels
there needs to be an increase in
security all together.
"I don't think there are
enough security officers,"
ll. Pll( D
Paylor said. "There needs to be
more of them."
Paylor, although unhappy the officers on campus."
Essentially, most students
about security size, compliments the performance of some do not feel 100 percent safe on
of the officers.
"The guys that patrol near
l'I\OlD BY R()(iFR R0\1\:\
See SECURITY page A6
Ho,vard China do a nice job," he

Question: How will you
fund more grants and scholarships for students?
Dean: Well, actually
states have the responsibility
of funding students individually. However, when better
Medicaid is funded, everything in the budget is helped
and funds are free for 1nore
scholarships and grants.
Also programs, such as
the Peacecorps, are wonderful
in providing vast opportunities for students, such as you
all.
Question: Why do you
supporting labor strikes?
Dean: I am a big supporter of organized labor. Union
workers played a major part in
some of the large successes
America has had.
Question: What is the
biggest problem you see with
the environment and how
,vould you address this problem?
Dean: I am not trying to
be funny, but Bush is our
biggest problem with the enviSee Q&A page A6

Students, Industry Professionals
Discuss Women and Hip-Hop Culture
tion among students at Tufts.
The underlying question
of the session was who should
bear the responsibility of the
negative images of black
women being portrayed by

By Shara D. Taylor &
Venus B. Taylor
Hilltop Staff
•
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•
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The National Congress of
Black Women held its first
annual
hip-hop
forum
Sunday. Students and industry professionals gathered in
the School of Business
Auditorium to discuss the
images of black women in
hip-hop culture.
Recent college graduates
Nuala Cabral and Stefanie
Brown sat on the panel.
Cabral, a Tufts University
alumna, is a filmmaker whose
documentary, "Reflections on
Women of Color in Hip Hop,"
has initiated much conversa-

Lil Kim is just one of the controversial woman in Hip Hop.

like you and like what you like!"
'llie Louisiana Club is notorious for the parties they have
throwh in the past such as the
infampus LaTex Party, thrown
in conjunction with the Texas
Club. ·The week of the LaTex
party ·was known as Safe Sex
Week, when panels on
safe sex were prevalent
and contraceptives
were distributed.
The Louisiana
Club is also noted for
their sponsorship in
Bison Babies, which

By Candace Spirit Jones
Contributing Writer
Students and America's
youth have always enthusiastically represented their hometowns. It is no different on
Howard's campus, where
t
h
e
Louisiana
Club is one
of
many
state clubs
on campus.
Their

mem-

bers represent
cities
such
Lafayette,

g

I

\

Baton Rouge,
and the best
known
of
them all, New
Orleans.
The Louisiana Club is one
of the most popular clubs on
campus because of its emphasis
on outreach, especially in the
community, with sponsored
activities like Bison Babies.
Members of the Louisiana
Club, such as senior public relations major Shawntel Hebert, a
Lafayette native, feel strongly
about the existence of her state
club.
"The Louisiana Club is definitely necessary because when
you first arrive at Howard, you
can feel a little out of place,"
Herbert said. "This is the basis
for most of Howard's state
clubs-a place where freshmen
and transfer students can meet
people where they are from."
"The Louisiana club made
me feel like I was at home upon
my arrival in D.C ...youjust want
to be around people who talk

1
l

See HIP-HOP page A6

Georgia Club

Louisiana Club

It
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"Our language has become
neutralized, [such as] hoe and
bitch."
Brown, a 2003 Howard
graduate, currently serves as
the
National
Youth
Coordir,ator for the National
Association
for
the
Advancement of Colored
People (NAACP). She agrees
with Caral's sentiments.
"We need to stop blaming
hip-hop for the absence of
humanity," Brown said. "We
have no options to give people, no parental guidance."
Chivon Dean, President
and
Co-Chief Executive
Officer of Ruff Ryders

State Clubs Reaching Out to Students

't
l

many artists in hip-hop
today.
Cabral believes that hiphop is a reflection of society.
"We have responsibility over
what we create," Cabral said.
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undergraduates who have
become parents.
Sophomore
psychology
major Nihja Oliver said, "The
Louisiana Club at Howard made
me feel welcome as a freshman.
It's comforting to know people
where you're from; it's like a
home away from home!"
A home away from home is
what most members in the
Louisiana Club appreciate the
most.
"It means a lot to someone
new to D.C. and Howard just to
hear a familiar phrase even from
a person from your town,"
junior journalism major Jarrett
Jackson said. Popular phrases
like "The Bunny hop" and
"wodie" are a couple of favorites.
Another aspect of belonging
See LOUISIANA page A6

By Kristal Knight
Contributing Writer
Howard's Georgia Club was
founded in 1964 to promote service and fellowship. For 39
the
years,
Georgia
Club has
held true to
that mission.
The club
participates in
community

----.

service on campus, in the city,
I and even in their

~ home state. Over

the sununer, the
club participated
in
Meals
on
Wheels in Atlanta.
This month, they
will host a clothing drive for the
Salvation Army.
Each April, the club hosts a
bus trip for prospective students
from Georgia. The trip includes
11th and 12th graders who come
to Howard and stay on campus
with one of the Georgia club
members. The club allows them
to get a feel for the campus and
provides them with daily activities. This year will mark the 14th
year that this program has been
active.
This year will also be the
kick-off year for the club's mentorship program, Bison to Bison.
Upperclassman students from
Howard will be mentors to the
freshman and alumni from
Howard will be mentors to the
upperclassman that pertain to
their major. Administrative
assistant Lauren T. Freeman has
been at Howard for 29 years and

has seen several state clubs
come into existence.
"Howard is such a diverse
university with students from all
over the world tl1at there is a
need for them to make a connection with each other," Freeman
said.
Junior print journalism
major and Georgia Club
President, Keith Lang
said that according to
the constitution,
the purpose of
this club is to
u n i f y
Howard
students
hailing
from
Georgia
a n d
expose
the greater
campus community to the culture of our
home state. Lang said that this
state club stands out because,
"We try to foster a real relationship with all the members."
Lang added that his purpose is to, "Bring together students from a certain part of the
region to have a good time and
do work in the community."
The club can help freshman
feel at home coming to Howard
from Georgia. Nyla Lyons,
Assistant Director of Leadership
De1•elopment and Community
Service said, "[State clubs] help
that transition of new students.
They feel that sense of belonging
from students from their home
state." She feels that the clubs
create an opportunity for them
to easily transition into this new

See GEORGIA page A6

Dr. Ruth's
Prescription

Resentment and
Forgiveness
By Ruth L. Tisdale
Campus Editor
Resentment.
Webster's
dictionary
defines resentment as "a feeling of indignant displeasure
or persistent ill will at something regarded as a wrong,
insult, or injury."
Resentment.
It is this word that has
baffled and stifled the growth
of Black people. (I know
many people are saying now
that I am about to generalize
the entire Black struggle, but
read further.)
Resentment is a disease
that has plagued Black people for years. How many of us
still feel resentment towards
the "White man" for his centuries of abuse towards black
people?
Ladies, how many of us
harbor resentment towards
the Nubian kings in our life
because they are not driving
BMWs or are not the Daddies
that we never had? Men, how
many of you harbor resentment towards your Nubian
queens because they may be
more independent or more
successful than you
or
because they don't cook your
cornbread like your mother?

Black people how many
us who are in the crab bucket
reach up and pull others
down when they get a little
success? Why do we criticize
people like Oprah Winfrey or
Tiger Woods because we do
not feel that they aren't
"black" enough?
We have to let go of the
resentment that we hold in
our hearts. Black people suffer from heart attacks, cancer, and strokes not just
because of grease-filled
chicken, but because we have
allowed resentment to eat
and consume us.
Why are we aski_n g for
apology after apology from
white people? Why can't we
let it go? White people have
said their apologies and have
proceeded to become CEOs
of Fortune 500 Companies
and billionaires, and we still
sit in African American studies classes saying that we
need our mule and an acre.
See RUTH page A7

Are Black Men on Campus an Endangered Species?
By Courtney K. Wade
Contributing Writer
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Most statistics preach there
are more black men in the
American penal system than on
college campuses nationwide.
Ho,vever, numbers can lie.
James
Lanier,
Senior
Research Scholar for Community
Justice Programs of the National
Urban League mspelled this
commonly held myth at the
Congressional Black Caucus
Foundation's 33rd Annual
Legislative Conference last week.
The Bureau of Justice
Statistics for June 2002, the
most recent data available, reveal
between the ages of 18 and 24,
there were 195,500 African-

American males in jails and
prison. The National Center for
Education Statistics show that in
Fall 2000 there were 624,491
African-American males enrolled
in Title IV institutions studying
for undergraduate, graduate and
professional degrees.
Lanier is confident as to why
the media preaches skewed statistics.
"Most cite the years 20-39 as
the ones that have more black
males in jails and prisons that in
college," said Lanier at the brain
trust entitled, "BMOC: Where are
the black men on campus?" He
continued saying generally men
from ages 18 to 24 are attending
school versus establishing
careers and raising children.
But higher education reten-

tion is still an issue when AfricanAmerican males have a 62 percent greater chance of going to
jail outside of the classroom said
Lanier. Lanier says the prison
population has reached more
than 2 million people in comparison to 1972 when there were less
than 200,000 persons in jail.
African-American males are a
target and make up 44 percent of
the male prison population and
on the whole African Americans
make up 12 percent of the national population.
"Historically,
African
Americans have demonstrated
great faith in American education. We've died for it; marched
for it," said panelist, Edward
See SPECIES page A7

PHOTO COURTESY OF

CBC prison forum tried to clear up statistical misconceptions on black men and penal system.
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1am proud that Howard Dean is coming to Howard University to bring his message to the
student body. He is a great American and a credit to the Democratic Party."
-Daniel Blakemore, HUSA President
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By Brian Jackson
Contributing Writer

Perspective
Schwarzenegger
for Governor
By Sean Parker
Asst. Nation & World Editor
When
Arnold
Schwar en gge entered into
the California Governor"s race,
I thought the whole recall situation was a joke.
Watching political analysts
look at the numbers to analyze
whether
or
not
Sch\varzenegger really was a
viable candidate who could
turn around California's problems just seemed unnecessary.
Who would vote for Arnold to
be their governor?
However, since then,
Arnold's
support
l1as
increased.
And you m y find me
amongst one of his supporters.
Pick your chin up off the
ground - that is correct, at this
point, I would vote for Arnold
Schwarzenegger.
I don't know who came up
with the slogan, "if it ain't
broke don't fix it." But I do
know that the concept behind
1t is ke in this situation.
Governor Gr y Davis has been
nothll1g less than a disaster in
California, n1ainly due to his
lack of interaction with the
people represents. In this case,
it is broken and it needs to be
fixed.
The only problem with
Arnold Schwarzenegger is his
dependency on his advisors to
assist him i11 making the policy
deeisio s nece sary to ensure
the quality of living for
Californialls. This 1s what differentiates Arnold from his
entertain1nent to Governor
Jesse Ventura.
Jesse Ventura was unique
because he was very vocal
about being anti-special interest and it was positively shown
in his lead ship of the
Minnesot State L gislature. If
Arnold Schwarzenegger is to
be successful, if elected, he
must stand on his ov.'!l two feet
and make decisions that would
be beneficial to Californians.
As a point of clarification, I
would vote for a republican if I
believed that they ,vere the
best candidate. In the 2000
election. I would have voted for
John McCain o ·er Al Gore had
he recei, ed the Republican
nomination.
Tl1 longer I
observe politics, the n1ore I
u11derstand tl1e importance of
coalition building and drop.
' egos ' to get
ping partisan
thirigs accomplished.
I'm about progress 111ore
so tl1an politics. Given the
cl1oices A,,iold ,s the best cand1datt tu n l e Cal"tor1tia ·n
tl1e ri :,t ir ct· on. I jus
,vould ave ratl,er ·t happened
in a general electio11 and not a
Recall Electior .
But the ball 1s already in
n1otion and tl1c last poll
sho,ved Schwarzenegger seve11
percentage points ~head of his
closest c, ,ip, ,tition.
Gr h a
w · of popcorn
and enj
t:,.• sJ1 .• Tue~d
will be t• inter sti11 · day i
America11 politics.
S'ean Parker is a junior

.

political scil nee 1najor.
can
be
contacted
sean@rcapc1.co111.
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The son of a milk truck driver, Democratic presidential
hopeful Richard "Dick" Gephardt
has long stood for the value of
hard work. With an expertise in
economic issues and foreign
affairs, he seeks to enact policies
that unlock people's potential. He
also plans to liberate the entrepreneurial spirit of the American
people.
Gephardt served his country
by joining the Air National Guard
in 1965. He became a Judge
Advocate for the 131st Support
Squadron
and
eventually
achieved the rank of captain
before being honorably discharged. Gephardt graduated
from Northwestern University
and the University of Michigan
Law School.
Gephardt began his career as

ar

ans to
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an alderman in 1971 and was
uninsured. The Gephardt
eventually elected to represent
Plan is projected to elimiMissouri's Third Congressional
nate $30 to $40 billion in
District. He was then elected
uncompensated care from
Chairman
of the
House
the system. His plan is
Democratic Caucus, the fourthintended to lower the
ranking leadership post in the
nation's health care bill
House of Representatives in
and allow the money to be
used in other areas.
1984.
Due to his outspoken stand
Gephardt has also
taken a stand on many difof behalf of American families, he
fecent issues including
became the elected House
African American rights
Majority Leader in 1989. Among
and abortion. He led the
his most notable accomplishfight on the House floor to
ments was the passage of former
preserve affirmative action
President Bill Clinton's economic
in college admissions proplan to slash the deficit, invest in
grams
and
stop
education, cut taxes for working
Republican efforts to roll
families and raise taxes for the
PHOTO COURTESY UAW.ORG
back affirmative action
wealthy.
Democratic candidate Dick
programs in federal conNow, after 26 years in Gephardt is pro-affirmative action
tracting.
Congress, Gephardt is a lawmak- and pro choice
Gephardt also filed a
er and leader in the Democratic
detailed report in support
Party. Despite the Republican
If elected, he intends to
majority in both the House of replace
the
Bush of the University of Michigan's
Representatives and the Senate, Administration's tax cuts with a affirmative action program,
Gephardt strongly disagrees with health plan created to repair opposing the Bush administrathe Bush tax cuts, which mainly what he believes is an inefficient tion's legal challenge to eliminate
it.
healthcare delivery system.
benefit the middle class.
He has also worked with
"To me the W in George W.
Under this plan, healthcare
Bush stands for 'wrong way,"' coverage is supposed to be
See GEPHARDT page A7
extended to 97 percent of the
Gephardt said.

Do-Not-Call List Blocks Telemarketers
their goods, along with mail and
the Internet.
Contributing Writer
On Sept. 24, FCC Chairman
Michael Powell said, "The FCC
President George W. Bush
will enforce its do-not-call rules
on Monday signed legislation to
against telemarketers that have
ratify the Federal Trade
obtained the do-not-call list
Commission's (FfC) authority
from the FfC, beginning
to set up a national do-not-call
Wednesday."
list that could lead to fines for
Telemarketers
telemarketers.
would have risked a
"The public is understandfine of $11,000 any
ably losing patience with these
time they called a
unwanted phone calls, unwantnumber on the reged intrusions," Bush said.
istry .
"Given a choice, Americans prefer not to receive random sales
However, U.S.
pitches at all hours of the day.
District
Judge
The American people should be untanly stop
Edward
W.
free to restrict these calls."
calling the 50
Nottingham
in
Since last week, H. Robert million
Denver had blocked
Wientzen, president of the phone num- L-•
implementation of
nation's largest telemarketing hers on the No more leaving the phone off
the list, ruling last
national
dothe
hook:
For
those
on
the
association, Direct Marketing ·
Thursday that the
national do-not-call list, dinners
Association (DMA) said its not-call list. will be free of soliciting.
registry violated a
T h e
members would comply with
telemarketer's conthe government's do-not-call trade group's decision to honor stitutional right to free speech.
list, even though a federal judge the registry means that conThe 10th Circuit U.S. Court
has ruled that the registry is sumers whose numbers are on of Appeals late last Friday
the national list should have refused an industry request to
unconstitutional.
This decision was reached been receiving fewer calls since freeze the telemarketing rules
on Sept. 27, after a conference Oct. 1. The firms represented by issued
by
the
Federal
call with more than 200 of the the trade association DMA use Communications Commission
association's largest members. the phone as one way to market last June. Those rules, in effect,

By Shari Logan

Wientzen said that his group,
which has 4,700 members,
planned to enforce the new policy through "peer pressure, from
something as simple as having
one CEO calling another," to
actions by the organization's
ethical operating committee.
DMA, who represents 70
percent
of
the companies making
sales calls,
said
there
•
was unan1mous agreement to vol-

enforce the FfC's do-not-call
list.
Also, last week, several of
the nation's largest telemarketing firms, including AT&T
Corp., MCI and Time Inc., said
they had already prepared their
sales lists, deleting numbers of
the FfC's anti-telemarketing
list, and did not plan to call any
of those starting as of the
Wednesday deadline.
"The industry seems to
understand what we've said for
almost 20 years: People don't
want to get called, they shouldn't get called," said Louis
Mastria, association spokesman
forDMA.
Tim Searcy, director of the
American
Teleservices
Association, another large telemarketing group, said that consumers will continue to receive
calls from companies with
whom they have an existing
business relationship, such as
their bank or long-distance firm,
charitable organizations and
politicians.
The federal do-not-call rules
have never applied to these
groups.

_Bush seeks U.N.for Iraqi Reconstruction
By Kaneicia Brown
Hilltop Staff Writer
Although
President
George W. Bush did not get
the United Nation's support
on Operatio11 Iraqi Freedom,
he is now rallying for the
organization's support in
efforts to reconstruct Iraq.
At the 58th annual plenary session of the U .N.
General Assembly held Sept.
23, Bush gave a successful
address to the members of
the U.N. in an effort to gain
support on the postwar Iraq
reconstruction.
Students on Howard's
campus had mixed emotions
about the U.N. decision to
help the U.S. in this endeavor.
Tope
Oyewamide,
a
junior computer information
systems major, was surprised
the U.N. decided to help the
U.S. in rebuilding Iraq.
"If the U.N. didn't support Bush in reconstructing, I
would
understand,"
Oyewamide said. "He didn't
wait for their decision about
the war, and now he expects
them to help. I didn't agree
with the war myself, but since
the U.S. did a lot of damage
to the government and the
land, we should help recon-

Chemistry major Nadia U.N. to go over there and its government; but to the
Thompson did not support help reconstruct the Iraqi displeasure of many who
the invasion of Iraq either.
government."
backed the war, nuclear and
"It's a good thing that the
War was declared on Iraq biological have yet to be
U.N. has decided to help," in mid-March, in hopes to found.
said the sophomore from seize "weapons of mass
This has created controGeorgetown, Guyana. "But if destruction," stop the reign of versy on the purpose of the
they had decided not to, I Saddam Hussein and free the war, because now many
would understand. The U.S. Iraqi people of an oppressive believe that it was unnecesdecided to go to war without government.
sary. However, despite the
U.S. and British troops disagreements, the U.N. is
their consent in the first
place, and now they want the invaded Iraq and obliterated ready to do what it deems
~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , most important - rebuild

CARTOON COQNe12!~
~

See IRAQI page ,4 7
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Hundreds Rally for
Immigrant's Rights
Politicians and activists rallied together recently in
Manhattan to raise awareness of
the immigrant's plight in New
York City and across the country.
They are demanding equal pay,
equal access to government services, and a faster track to getting
their citizenship.
One protestor said, "I think
that after a certain amount of
time in this country, they should
be able to become citizens and be
able to vote. They are an integral
part of the economy. The economy would basically fall apart
without them."
This rally is part of a larger
campaign taking place across
America.
The "Immigrant
Workers Freedom Ride," which
began on Wednesday with a
march over the Brooklyn Bridge
will end Oct. 4 with a rally in
Flushing Meadows Park. More
than 5,000 people are expected.
Labor leaders said they are modeling their efforts after the Civil
Rights movement of the 1960s.
"We are the ones that work
at the farms, the ones that work
cleaning your building, the ones
serving your food in your restaurants," said another protestor.
"So, we're here. We live here, we
get married here, we die here.
Why not get some of the benefits?"
Next week, the City Council
is scheduled to review a bill
called "Intro 38," would require
key city agencies to offer interpretation and translation services. And last week, Mayor
Michael Bloomberg signed an
executive order, which says
immigrants don't have to reveal
their legal status to use city ser•
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Rigali Sole
American
Named Bishop
Pope John Paul II named
Archbishop Justin Rigali, the
only American in a group of 31
new cardinals, a cardinal on
Sunday.
Rigali, 68, is a strong advocate against abortion and the
death penalty.
Of the American archbishops who are also cardinals, he
has the most experience on the
Vatican staff.
Rigali left for Rome about
six months after his ordination
as a priest in 1961. He was eventually appointed director of
English-language section of the
Secretariat of State in Rome. As
English-language translator for
Pope Paul VI, he traveled often
with the pope.
Rigali has his detractors, as
well.
David Clohessy, national
director of Survivors Network of
Those Abused by Priests, has
said Rigali has been among the
least compassionate American
bishops in dealing with the clerical sex abuse crisis.
But Rigali said in a recent
interview that some people "have
been tremendously shaken up
and we have to work with those
people. Other people are working together to try to get over
this, to help victims, to help
those who have suffered."
Rigali will succeed Cardinal
Anthony
Bevilacqua,
Philadelphia's archbishop for 15
years, and will be installed in an
Oct. 7 ceremony. Bevilacqua
turned Bo last month and is
retiring as the leader of the
Philadelphia archdiocese's 1.5
million Catholics .
Janet Jakubowski, 56,
added, "He's been a good archbishop."
Compiled by Shari Logan
Contributing Writer
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Nigeria enters
space age
Nigeria has become the
third African country to have a
presence in space venture, following South Africa and
Algeria.
The satellite NigeriaSat-1
will aide in Nigeria's contribution to a network called the
Disaster
Monitoring
Constellation.
"Nigeria is a very big country with an important agriculture, with important resources,
and a fast growing population,
Stefan Barenshy, a consultant
on international space issues,
said. "So if you're the government you have to manage all
this, and either you decide to
place everywhere to monitor
this on the ground, or you
launch one satellite."
Issues have been raised
with Nigeria space exploration
because of the country's condition.
According to BBC News
reports, Nigeria is a country
where more than So million
out of 126 million citi'zens live
in poverty. Such conditions of
its citizen's has forced some to
question whether Nigeria
should be spending its limited
resources on a space program.

From the smallest of
nations like Anguilla in the
British West Indies, to some
of the most politically powerful countries in the world like
Australia and Canada, the
British
Commonwealth
extends its reach far across
the globe.
Although most nation
states of the Commonwealth
have long since relinquished
their dependency on Great
Britain, their independent
statuses have not hampered a
global relationship with the
United Kingdom and all subsequent members of the commonwealth.
However, Jamaican Prime
Minister P .J. Patterson stated
recently that his personal aim
is to have Jamaica become a
republic before he leaves
office in 2007.
"I love the queen dearly,"
Patterson was quoted as saying by the BBC, "But the time
has come when we must have
a head of state chosen by us."
Although
Jamaica
declared their independence
from Britain in 1962, it
remained a member of the
Commonwealth like 11 other
Caribbean nations. In total,

Moon mission
ready to go
This weekend marked a
new era in Europe's space program.
For the first time Europe
set forth to the Moon in search
of proving and disproving the
Giant impact theory.
The theory suggests that
Mars-sized object crashed into
early Earth. Then debris
thrown into space aggregated
into the Moon, which is supported by similar composition
of Earth and Moon rock.
The mission will use
Europe's Small Missions for
Advancement Research and
Technology (Smart 1). This
system, Smart 1 is an innovative solar electric propulsion
system that will set it forth to
the Moon.
Smart 1 Project Scientist,
Dr. Bernard Foing stated, "The
goal [of the Europe's solo mission] is to get more knowledge
about the universe, about the
solar system, and to [inform]
the public about for origins
about scientific challenges."

Compiled by Brandon L Barber
Contributing Writer
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the Commonwealth is comprised of 54 developed and
developing nations across the
world that make up some 30
percent of the world's population.
In addition, the Queen of
England is also retained as a
ceremonial head of state, as
political ties to Great Britain
are expected to help developing nations.
"I see no benefit in breaking
away
from
the
Commonwealth," said senior
Gareth
McCartney,
a
Jamaican national, "I can't
see how it would be beneficial
either way. I don't think that
it really affects us if we break
away, but remaining a member might help in some ways."
For
Junior
Political
Science major Karee Onfroy
of Jamaica, the split is needed.
"Initially I don't think we
were ready for independence
in 1962." Onfroy said.
"Economically we were unstable and we shouldn't have
been so eager, but I think we
may as well break from the
Commonwealth now, as the
UK does nothing for us in
terms of economics."
The
statement
by
Patterson is a bold one, as
many nations have tried to

As Lincoln Brown Jr.,
Placement Services Assistant
in
the
. School
of

Communications, said, "For

Jamaican Prime Minister P.J. Patterson says the majority of
Jamaicans wish to be a republic free of the United Kingdom

retain healthy relations .with
the Great Britain as a whole.
Nonetheless, Patterson is
adamant that this push
towards
Republic status
would "fulfill the national
desire" as "the majority of
people in Jamaica are ready to
consign the last vestiges of
colonialism."
Politically, the changes
would not be that great since
Queen Elizabeth merely acts
as a ceremonial head of state
and does not maintain political
prowess
over
the
Commonwealth.
In essence, becoming a
Republic would have its greatest impact on the Jamaican

•

Fat Equals Lazy,
Say Doctors
According
to
the
researchers at Yale University
people who are obese allege
that there are presently issues
and stigmas set around obesity.
Individuals who are obese
complain that their issues of
being overweight are not simply onset of eating to much or
failing to exercise.
According to Dr. Marlene
Schwartz of Yale University,
"both implicit and explicit
measures, health professionals
associated the stereotypes lazy,
stupid and worthless with
obese people."
BBC News Online reports
that despite the factors of obesity, overlooked oftentimes is
that being overweight may be
caused by the onset of genetics
and environments concerns.
The research team at Yale
University
found
that,
"younger professionals, in particular, were most likely to
have unfavorable stereotypes
of obese people."

ants Independence by 2007

3 political parties. the' Jamaica Labor Party; National
Democratic ~1ovement; Peopfe's National Party

f't6 miles long
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Zimbab-we Closes 0
Zimbabwean civic and political
groups continue to speak out as last week
marked the forced closing of the country's
only independent privately owned newspaper.
Although a high court judge ruled
that the paper should be allowed to
resume operations, opposition leaders in
Zimbabwe are calling the government's
actions against the paper "the most serious attack yet of freedom of expression."
The government forced the Daily
News to close "for operating without a
license." New media laws, enforced after
President Mugabe's election in 2002,
require all newspapers and journalists to
be registered to a state-appointed media
commission. Shortly after the paper was
closed, the entire editorial staff was
charged by police for working without
accreditation.
The Daily News and its supporters
claim that the law is restrictive and unjust,
but the government asserts that laws are
binding and like in any other country,
broken laws are subject to punishments.

as a nation."

Out of many ON£ people is the motto
population of 2,695,861

ByNaeesa Aziz
Hilltop Staff Writer

constitution, which would
have to be amended.
For Levaughn Erskine of
Jamaica, the difference is
negligible. "Only in terms of
our constitution does the
biggest change occur. The difference is on paper, but being
a member can be somewhat
beneficial at times. We, as a
nation, just need to make sure
that we maintain strong political and foreign ties with the
EU (European Union) and
other Commonwealth states."
Becoming a Republic,
however, does have bearing
upon the economic and judicial state in the rest of the
Caribbean.

us, as a Caribbean people, to
move toward a single common market and subsequently
implement
a
Caribbean Court of Appeals
is necessary. I think this is
far easier if we are not a
me1nber
of
the
Commonwealth and I think
Jamaica, as a nation, is making a good decision."
It has been a belief in the
West Indies that a common
market is paramount. In
addition, Caribbean nations
have since argued for the
implementation of a single
court of appeals that would
govern the entire region's
judiciary system.
There are decisions made
in London that have no bearing upon West Indian ways of
life. However, whether or not
breaking away from the
Commonwealth is ideal or not
remains to be seen.
As Nicholas Knox states,
"Politically, I don't think the
implications are that large. I
don't see many terrible long
term effects of breaking away
but we have to maintain ties

23 radio stations

59 Jamaican dollars to every 1USO

yNon-

about the paper's closing runs much deepoperate in Zimbabwe," said Fign er into the politics of the country. Because
Chabvonga, Press Officer for the Embassy the Daily News is the only paper who
of Zimbabwe in Washington, D.C. "The openly criticizes the government, the
Daily News considered the [press] law paper's closure by the government is
unjust, but the law passed unanimously being called a calculated move aimed at
by both the ruling party and the opposi- stifling independent thought.
After the closure of the paper, the
tion party."
only publiA large part
[The government] is
cations left
of the blame for
circulating
the illegal opershutting down all the
on
city
ation of the
streets were
Daily News rests
democratic space
those pubon
The
left within Zimbabwe. , , lished by the
Associated
state and the
Newspapers of
-Brian Raftopoulos, Crisis Coalition only televiZimbabwe
sion
and
(ANZ) who publishes the paper. Although the paper was radio stations in the country are also state
in violation of the law at the time of the owned.
Brian Raftopoulos of the Crisis
paper's closure, the Daily News claims its
past attempts at registration were denied. Coalition, a group of church and civic
"They never wanted to register us ... organizations, said "[The government] is
these events challenge all of us to speak shutting down all the democratic space
out and demand an end to such injustice", left within Zimbabwe. The ruling party is
said ANZ's chief executive, Sam Sipepa doing this from a political and financial
rationale - they want more money for
Nkomo.
Although the surface conflict argues their State Press and to shut all desponthe legal actions of the paper, the debate dent voices."
"If you are not accredited, you cannot

''

At the time of the closing, the Daily
News was one of the most widely read
papers in the country and consequently,
its closing put hundreds of street vendors
out of work. The outrage expressed by
civic and opposition groups wasn't isolated to a minority of citizens.
Soon after the paper's closing, riot
police patrolled the capital of Harare as
the government feared public protest.
Police also guarded street vendors selling
government publications.
"If the )lOvernment truly hasn't given
the paper a fair opportunity to register,
then there is cause for some alarm," said
Moyin Oluwa Ayanbiola, sophomore
health sciences major. "But unless we
know specifics about the political climate
in Zimbabwe, including what both the
paper and the government have said and
done to each other, then I don't think its
fair to label the situation an attack on freedom of speech."
The Daily News has been called an
alternative to the 'virulent propaganda' of
the state produced media. Established in
1999, the paper has already come under
several physical attacks including three
bombings in its short four year history.

Japan Promises 1 Billion Grant to Africa
According to reports, Senegalese leader Abdoulaye Wade and others attending
onday marked the start of a monumental conference between Japan and
Africa. At the Tokyo International Conference on African Development said 'Tokyo was interested in seeing a better world for all people and that this was the
(TICAD) one billion dollars was pledged to Africa on behalf of Japan, yet Japanese philosophy that guided its Africa policy'.
Japan is building quite an impressive history with Africa. Just last year, Japan
many wonder at what cost.
made promises to donate 200 million dollars to an international
Purported to be a 'no strings attached' agreement, Japan is building
organization committed to fighting AIDS, tuberculosis and malaria.
an extremely close relationship with Africa in areas of health and develMost recently, Japan pledged 25 million dollars toward the conopment also while keeping their sights on gaining a larger role in global
struction of a new road-bridge over the Zambezi River.
diplomacy.
Analysts and skeptics of the billion dollar pledge claim that
The three-day conference is the third of its kind in the history of
Japan is seeking a permanent seat on the U.N. Security Council and
TICAD and commemorates the ten year anniversary of a partnership
is courting Africa in efforts to gain its support. Many also say that
begun in 1993.
Tokyo's dealings with Africa are simply a part of a strategy to gain a
Japan's pledge of one billion dollars is scheduled to be given in the
.
· . larger, n1ore prominent role in global diplomacy.
form of grants over the next five years with the purpose of helping
W,t~ '.N,,ee;;;a 'N.~•~
If a bid for U.N. Security Council is all Japan asks of Africa for
African countries improve education, heath and food supply.
its large role in helping the continent, then it's a winning situation
Whatever Japan's reasons, the conference is a positive step toward
for all parties involved. By helping Africa in such areas, by such
the future and will hopefully spark serious and fair diplomatic talks and
conferences between Africa and other nations. The TICAD program has involved and means, Japan gives Africa a chance to affect global diplomacy while helping itself do
integrated countries such as Indonesia, Thailand and Malaysia in developmental the same. The TICAD program also helps Africa build beneficial partnerships all over
the whole of Asia.
efforts around Africa.
On the flip side for Africa, critics worry that corruption in many countries will
African leaders attending the conference expressed their pleasure with Japan's
diplomatic tactics. Many said they were relieved that Japan, unlike many western stifle progress and hinder the correct and just use of the funds. However, if the donanations, is willing to donate money to African objectives without any attachments.
tion is a success, other countries with means to help Africa may join the bandwagon.
And despite skepticism, African leaders are confident that Japan's interests in
Africa are purely altruistic.
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tribute as well as a farewell."
He also acknowledged the
contributions of the members
of the research team.
Another highlight of the
evening was the liturgy, an
engaging and dramatic reading performed by English
Department Chair and griot
Eleanor Traylor. Dressed in a
flowing, opulent white gown
with her face covered by a
green and gold tasseled headdress, Traylor celebrated the
resilience of people of African
descent who experienced the
horrors of slavery.
"Between the surprise of
death and surprise of life, we
are here. We have come to
honor our beloved and loving
dead," Traylor said. "We give
our thanks to this altar of
commemoration. We offer our
hearts to you. We fear no circumstance of time or living."
Several men and women

shed tears throughout the ceremony, overcome by the emotion of the event. The ceremony ended with a prayer from
Dean of the Chapel Bernard
Richardson and another processional of the coffins.
Amin
Rasheed,
who
worked at the burial site in
New York, said he has newfound respect for his ancestors.
"It had a certain sanctity,"
Rasheed said. "I take what I
do more seriously. It gives me
more focus."
The bones were discovered in 1991 during the construction of a federal building
in downtown Manhattan. The
plot of land was an 18th-century cemetery that is now surrounded by New York's City
Hall and the U.S. Courthouse
and State Supreme Court.
Over 20,000 remains of
African men, women, and
children were found at the
burial site.
Howard alumna Lesina

yet to witness them securing
'
"
any prermses.
While approaching the
campus and do not believe that
the physical condition of many top_ic of campus security, or
of the officers is up to par for a lack thereof, students frequently recall last year's events
position in security.
"It doesn't seem like all of regarding Matthew Grace and
them are capable of running Gary Johnson.
"It doesn't make me feel
down a suspect," Sims said. "It
seems to me like they need to safe to know that a security offibe trained more. Being a secu- cer kicked the two boys out of
pty officer is not about sitting Drew Hall last year and them
in your chair. My grandmother ending up getting shot after it,"
Sims said.
can do that."
Students tend to have
Black finds that staying in
after dark is key to staying safe. mixed feelings on whether or
"I don't really go out at not dorms are sufficiently pro_night because I don't feel they tected by security officers, but
do anything," she said. "I have feel that more officers on patrol
could possibly end thievery
SECURITY from A 1

resentment that we have

RUTH fromA2

towards others.

What is wrong with this pic,t,u,re?

Ladies and Gentleman, we

also have to let go of the
resentment that we harbor
amongst ourselves. Ladies we
cannot continue to punish the
men in our lives for past mistakes and harbored resentment that we have towards
other men. Men, you have to
let go of the resentment that
you may feel towards that
woman who broke your
hearts. We must break down
'all of these impossible standards that we have set
because of the harbored
HIP-HOP from A2

Records also participated in
the panel discussion.
Dean explained that most
artists have little power over
the types of records that are
delivered to the public. "You
don't control anything until
you control your own distribution," Dean said. "The
media doesn't support the
positive things."
Other panel members
included Janice Ferebee,
Founder of the Got the Goin'
On Foundation, Inc. and
Tracy
Press,
Action
Coordinator for the National
Association of Black Female
Executives in Music and
Entertainment.
When asked how consumers should combat these
negative images, Ferebee
suggest
the
battle
be
addressed on an individual
bases.
"We accept the unacceptable," Ferebee said. "Positive
people need to be glorified
also. Being proud as a female
is the anecdote to negative
images."
However, Press feels that
reality does not imitate hiphop; hip-hop imitates reality.
"Hip-hop
perpetuates
behavior. It doesn't cause it,"
said Press. "The music is a

A6

Because of this resentment, we ruin relationships
that might have been positive

Martin said she enjoyed the
COMMUNITY from A 1
liturgy.
"The ceremony was movting that experience before you
ing and very educational,"
graduate is valuable. We're
Martin said. "It's important to
able to help people who wouldsee and bear witness to this . n't be able to afford legal seroccasion. It's an important
vices. We only do top-notch
thing to be a part of as people
work. It's our job to make sure
of African descent."
the government's case is corFreshman
Rashad
rect because you can't deprive
Dinkins was happy to have
someone of their rights without
been part of such a momendue process."
tous event.
The ADR clinic is a six"It was very inspiring,"
credit clinical course offering
Dinkins said. "It opened my
that is open to ten students
eyes to the history at Howard.
each semester. In the ADR clinIt made me appreciate being
ic, students practice arbitrahere and that I chose such a
tion, mediation, negotiation,
historic and prestigious uniand complementary dispute
versity."
resolution techniques in order
Freshman biology major
to gain experience in settling
Krystal Allen echoed Dinkins.
disputes outside the court"It was very informative,"
room. Students also learn how
she said. "It's nice to know
to function as an effective
Howard got the remains and
third-party in various disputes.
to know they chose Howard of
The classroom component
all places. That made me feel
of the clinic offers students an
proud to be a student here."
opportunity to learn how to
represent clients in dispute resolution processes other than
litigation. The classroom portion of the clinic also allows
within dorms. Students
students to explore the legal
also feel that the underlying
issues in the relatively new
purpose of student identificafield of alternative dispute restion is often ignored.
·olution.
"They should do a better
Students serve as mediajob of checking IDs and learntors in the Multi-Door Dispute
ing people's faces," senior
Resolution Division of the D.C.
accounting major Xavier Carter
Superior Court, which is small
said.
claims court.
While students generally
have little faith in the performance of campus security, they
Q&A from Al
do not give up hope on the officers. For the sake of safety, sturonment. Because of him the
environment is in a no-windents urge the officers to play a
the-worst-position. He implemore 'active role when on duty.
ments "healthy forests" which
In a plea to the officers, Paylor
allows contractors to cut down
simply states, "Please be more
billions of trees. He implevisible."
commonly used after a person
apologizes. Webster's dictio-

Homer C. La Rue, the
supervising attorney for the
ADR clinic, stressed the importance of being familiar with
dispute resolution as a lawyer.
"I think it's important for
lawyers to understand the
importance of those processes
in the modern world," La Rue
said. "It's an important innovation in the curriculum."
The ADR clinic also offers
student mediators for undergraduate students, which
began in the fall 2002 semester. La Rue said the program
was started after talking to the
Dean of Specialized Student
Services and seeing that many
of the grievances brought to the
office's attention would be best
handled through mediation.
"Many of the disputes are
of a nature that working those
disputes out among themselves
rather than at an administration hearing would be better,"
La Rue said. "If one party is
found guilty in an administration hearing, a sanction goes on
their
permanent
record.
Sanctions have to be reported
when they're applying for a job
or graduate school. If they
work it out in mediation, no
one gets a sanction."
La Rue said typical disputes brought to their attention
are usually misunderstandings,
and disruptive behavior in
dorms.

Although Deidre Stokes is
a participant in the criminal
justice clinic, a case she is
working on now will be handled with mediation.
"I've been preparing to put
(my client) in a divergent program, to keep her out jail,"
Stokes said. "That person doesn't have to have a record when
we rectify the matter in a civil
manner."
Stokes went on to say that
the experience she has gained
is invaluable and that clinical
courses should be required for
every law student.
"It's such a great experience," she said. "It's like a residency for doctors. You're out
there on your own. It makes me
feel like I'm doing what I want
to do."
The LSIC, available to rising third year students, is a
program that allows only 12
people every year. Students
take two law courses at George
Washington University as well
as handle actual court cases in
landlord-tenant
disputes.
Students represent low-income
residents without legal counsel ·
who face eviction.
For more information,
contact the Clinical Law Center
at 202-806-8082.

ments "clear skies" to allow
more pollution to be admitted
into the ozone. With discussing
the environment we must realize everything
is involved. With .population growth, we must recognize
family planning, which our

president does not recognize. I
would invest in renewable
energy and remember our duty
to leave the country better than
it was. We also have to conserve oil and ensure SUV's and
cars can get the same mileage.

MR. Pl A~K: ACCEPT NO Sl 1SISTITUTES

nary defines forgive as "ceasing to feel resentment against
(an offender)."

and fulfilling because of
issues that we cannot let go of.
We have to put to rest the
crab bucket syndrome that
many of us participate in. We
should no longer say that a
famous person is not the level
of "Blackness" because we are
resentful of them rising above
the rest of the crabs to make it
to freedom.
Dr. Ruth's prescription
for resentment is simple: for•
give.
It is the word that is most

In order to truly rid ourselves of the resentment
inside of us, we must learn
how to forgive. By forgive, I
do not mean to simply say " I
forgive you" and then bring
up the issue later when you
want to hurt someone.
True forgiveness is letting
go of the resentment and
moving on. Once we learn to
forgive we can truly rid ourselves of this disease, and live
and grow as a people.

reflection of real life influ·ences."
Near the end of the
forum, civil rights pioneer
and 1971 Secretary of State,
C. Delores Tucker educated
the audience about the plight
of blacks in American society.
"No senator can win
without the black vote," said
Tucker. "What we have to do
is realize that we control
everything and that we have a
responsibility to save these
young, parentless children."
Junior finance major
Darryl Lockett feels that students at universities such as
Howard are in a prime position to effect a change within
the hip-hop community.
"Unfortunately, the people in
these videos feel that it is the
best way to make money.
Many don't see a way out,"
Lockett said. "It's our responsibility to make better images
in our communities, not to
move back to suburban
homes, and pass on what we
learned here at Howard."
Many African-American
organizations, such as the
NAACP, continue to leave a
large impact on the Black
community.
As a means of fostering
stronger
relationships
between the NAACP and the
people it serves, Brown is
currently working on an ini-

tiative known as the Adopt-aBlock Campaign.
"This is a campaign to
help our youth council develop programs that reach out
into the community," said
Brown. "By meeting with
community leaders
and
attending school board meetings, the Youth Council is
able to connect with other
youth organizations."
Dean is also providing a
service to young people in
America through her foundation, Ruff Ryders to the
Rescue. This organization
helps in the healing of abused
and disabled youth.
According to Ramona
Wright, Event Coordinator
and 3rd vice-chair of the
National Congress of Black
Women, the forum reached
its target.
"Tonight was a great success," said Wright. "I felt people left empowered and
informed. I left informed and
empowered by the level of
commitment of the [students] wanting to see balanced images. I feel willing to
do whatever it takes to make
these balanced perceptions
come to fruition."
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Bush
looks to
U.N. for
Help

all of us that the outcome is a
stable and democratic Iraq,"
Annan said at the opening
Iraq.
U .N. Secretary General moments of the General
Kofi Annan feels that the best Assembly.
What has also seemed to
interest for all nations right
now is to concentrate on the be unfair to students is the
reconstruction, and not the blame placed on the U.N.
tension that has developed during the whole Iraqi war.
Therese Rawlins, a junior
between countries due to the
dental student from St. Kitts,
decision of war.
"Whatever view each of says the U.N. was brought in
us may take of the events in the war indirectly by the
recent months, it is vital for bombing of their headquarIRAQI from A4

rebuild its government, I
believe that the support from
both the U.S. and U.N. is vital
at this time.
Sophomore Print journalism major Lacy Ingram feels
Bush and the U.S. should
take sole responsibility for
rebuilding the Iraqi government, without the help of the
U.N.
"Since the U.N. didn't
have anything to do with the
decision to go over there,

ters in Baghdad.
"It seems that now since
Bush has stirred up a bee's
nest in acting without the
consent of the U.N., things
aren't going his way,"
Rawlins said. "Now he wants
their support in the reconstruction process.
Even
though the U.N. didn't have a
say in the war, their headquarters was bombed, bringing them in indirectly.
However, since Iraq has to

Bush shouldn't rely on anybody to go over there and
rebuild," Ingram said.
Though the U.N. may not
have had a say in the decision
of the Iraqi war, the initiative
they have taken to help
rebuild the Iraqi government
indicates dedication to their
mission of assisting countries
in need.

Louisiana Club a
Gephardt's Plans to Become Pres.
''home away from
home'' for·Students
GEPHARDT from AS

opportunities to share our culture like when we do Mardi
to the Louisiana Club is being Gras on campus and our
potluck,"
able to show people from other Thanksgiving
cities aspects of their area's cul- Dominique Jones said, a sophomore clinical laboratory major
ture.
"People from other areas also from the 9th Ward.
However, some students
can gain some insight on
Louisiana culture and break feel state clubs might defeat the
some of the stereotypes," Jovan purpose of leaving their home
Mitchell, biology and pre-med city in the first place. Although
major said, who is from New an advocate of state clubs,
Orleans' 9th Ward. "Because Herbert said that some students
people in the club are not just come to college to leave the
from New Orleans, we learn a familiar behind.
"Some people on campus
lot about other areas and cultures
within who don't join their state club
Louisiana ...besides, you don't may feel that leaving your
have to be from Louisiana to be hometown and joining a state
club is pointless and that it proin our club."
People from Louisiana have motes separatism," he said.
Jones added that the
a culture that they cherish.
"Besides the fact that we're Louisiana Club was able to
the largest state club on cam- reduce her homesickness, makpus, we're provided with ample ing her adapt more quickly to a
new environment.
LOUISIANA from A2

Georgia Club Working

Toward Full Potential
GEORGIA from A2

environment.
Sophomore international
business major Morgan Stott
said, "I love the Georgia Club,
and we're like a family." She
said that she feels the club
stands out because they make
an effort to keep in touch with
the members when not on campus.
And that makes a big difference. Being able to feel like
you're home away from home

may keep a person coming back
to Howard every year. State
clubs can make students feel a
sense of identification, which
can be extremely important.
Ms. Lyons also said that
she encourages students to go
out and recruit students from
their states because students
should try to unify.
"[The club] hasn't reached
its full potential," Lang said,
''but I want to see us reach that
and become one of the elite
clubs on the campus."

Rep. John Lewis (D-Ga.) to
secure the placement of a museum honoring African American
history on the National Mall in
Washington, D.C.
In addition, Gephardt has
voiced his opinion concerning
the flying of the Confederate flag
in South Carolina. "It's a hurtful,

divisive symbol in our country,
and it just shouldn't be in public
places," he said.
Gephardt has a clear-cut
stance on the subject of abortion.
He outlined his unequivocal support for a woman's right to
choose, saying, "There are many
uncertainties in life ...but on this
earth, in this country, there is one
thing that must be certain. And

that is the freedom to choose."
Gephardt has also received
support from various organizations including the United Steel
Workers of American (USWA),
an organization that represent
1.2 million people.
USWA Leo Gerard called
Gephardt "unflagging in his allegiance to working families and
unsurpassed as a leader in the

fight against trade policies that
are devastating American manufacturing workers."
Gephardt is unequivocal in
regard to President Bush. "This
president is a miserable failure
on foreign policy and on the
economy and he's got to be
replaced."

Are More Black Men on College
Campuses Qr Behind Bars?
SPECIES from A2

Underwood. "Oftentimes, education has let us down."
Underwood's statistics speak
for themselves.
AfricanAmerican males at all educational levels generally make less
money, are under-represented in
post-professional job categories
and are expected to die younger
than their white counterparts.
The homicide rate for AfricanAmerican males ages 15-24, is

the highest in the nation. Fewer
than 40 percent of AfricanAmerican males admitted to college, graduate within in 6 years.
On Howard University's
campus the trend of decreasing
male enrollment continues have
outnumbered the female students since the establishment of
the institution in 1867.
"It wasn't always like this,"
said Cecil Franklin, Howard's
Senior Research Analyst. "In the
'50s and '6os, you have the males
outnumbering the females in just
about every area. All that has
changed."
In the 1979-1980 academic
year, for the first time in the university's history, female students

outnumbered male students by a
slim majority of 50.2 percent or
5,911 versus the male students'
49.8 percent or 5,837.
"It's like from that point forward, the females never looked
back," said Franklin
In the 2002-2003 academic
year, Howard's total student
body is 11,210. Of that number,
male students represent 35.5
percent or 3,980 and female students represent 64.5 percent or
7,230.
Most male students attending Howard are aware of the
pressures and negative stereotypes place on them by the
media, other black students and
even their communities.
Jordan James, a junior
studying English, feels that black
men are under attack and attending college does not guarantee a
cease-fire.
"So many black men are
under attack and under pressure
from people from the area, professors, administrators and other
female students on campus,"
James said. "I can't relax even
though I'm in college. I stay here
because I've overcome a lot.
That's motivation to keep going."
(

James believes on of the
solutions to increasing the number of black male scholars in
higher education is to destroy the
stereotypes that he says separate
black people and more specifically black men.
"It's like we can't live. You're
put into a box: wannabe thugs,
sellouts, wannabe revolutionaries or New Age. It doesn't matter
how much you love black people
or who you are."
Joseph C. Flippin, a graduate of Morehouse College and
audience member the CBC
Conference, believes he is a testimony of what historically black
institutions of higher learning
can do for African-American
males.
"Morehouse made me proud
to be a black man. My destiny
was to be successful and accomplish great things like Martin
Luther King, Jr., Maynard
Jackson and others," said
Flippin.
Attending
Morehouse
allowed Flippin to realize "that
you can be successful in your
community without chasing the
American Dream, but by being a
help to someone."

Wanakhavi Wakhisi, a graduate student studying film,
knows that higher education is
where he needs to be right now.
"I'm trying to further my
education through the master's
program and try to enrich
myself. I don't think 4 years is
enough education to prepare
myself for the professional
world," said Wakhisi.
As a member of the media he
understands the power of its
influence and seeks to manifest it
for the empowerment of his people.
"I think the media is the
major contributor towards the
[negative] images portrayed of
the black community. I actually
feel more encouraged when I see
stereotypes like that," said
Wakhisi. "I'm in a position to
make change through media or
television." These students represent the 624,491 AfricanAmerican males who are working hard and remaining positive
to shatter the stereotypes lield
against them in a world that sees
them as an endangered species.
They know that numbers can and
do lie.
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Choose the Student Banking Package
• Flexible Checking
• Online Banking

\

• ATMs on or near campus
• 24-hour access to cash

!

• FREE Chevy Chase Check Card
• Overdraft Protection

AND get your FREE Sports FANtasy Pass

•

with information on select ticket discounts and other cool stuff from the Orioles, Wizards and Capitals!

t

To sign up, visit our branch near campus at 210 Michigan
Avenue, NE or call 301-987-BANK or 1-800-987-BANK (out ·of area)
or visit us online at chevychasebank.com/ student

CHEVY CHASE" BANK
Banking .On YoL11- Te1-1ns_ s,,
M,.,mt,c)r

" Overdraft protection is subject. to credit approval. Must be 18 years or older to apply.
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A Look to ''Dye'' For: Real Experiences With Coloring Hair
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(Oct.3-0ct.9)
Aries (Mar. 21 - Apr. 19)
This will be a very busy yet
social week for you. Last-1ninute
preparations will be made concerning an important event.

Aries is a fire sign ruled by the
planet Mars, so your lucky color
is red.
Taurus (Apr. 20 - May 20)
This week may find you
coming down with the flu, but
you are determined not to let
that spoil your week. Going out
to the club is on your agenda for
tonight. Neutral colors look
great on you so do it up!
Gemini (May 21 - June 21)

This week may find you
tired and drained due to overtime in the workplace, but it will
all pay off. You will meet some. ope new but chances of a serious

relationship are slim. Maroon is
your lucky color.
Cancer (June 22 - July 22)
School won"t be that much
of a prio1ity to you this week, but
you will catch up with your
responsibilities. This week, you
have a nonchalant carefree
approach to life. Your lucky color
for this week is yellow.
Leo (July 23 • Aug. 22)

By Kimberly Kennedy
Hilltop Staff Writer

As we near the final
stretch before Homecoming
most students will veer
towards change. If rapper Eve
can sport dos as colorful as
flowers on Howard's campus
and still maintain healthy
roots and ends, then why not
the typical student without the
hassle?
Area salons will surely be
booked until the week of Oct.
12 and for the most part, students are doing the unthink-

able: coloring their hair .
What Malcolm X coined,
"self degradation," students
are finding an expression of
self, art, and beauty. Pre-pharmacy student Adbar Tsegaye
however, says, "coloring can
go so bad that it becomes anything but beautiful."
When she decided to color
her hair jet-black, it was nothing near beauty. The color
Tsegaye wanted was not fully
achieved and she was dissatisfied by the very expensive and
out-of-budget job. The color
quickly faded. To correct the
situation, Tsegaye had to
undergo hair treatment.
While a woman's hair is
her beauty, most women find
it difficult to accomplish a look
that is both satisfying and
healthy.
With many new
products on the market that
add luster, bounce and even
color, more women are now
discovering that they no
longer have to live with lessthan-perfect hair.
Hair stylists Iysha Joyner
and Kimberly Graves of Shear
Movement Hair and Heads Up
Inc., respectively, both agree
that the best results in hair
coloring come from profes-

sionals.
"Professional hair care is
best for everyone," said
Kimberly Graves. "A professional offers consultation to
ensure you the look that you
are trying to accomplish and
not a watered-down version."
At both salons, clients
have many options that are
not available with box colors.
Therefore, difficulty does not
arise in deciding what color to
color your hair, but more so,
what method.
From highlighting, to
complete coverage, to semipermanent color and rinses,
coloring one's hair is like a
walk in the park where the
professional works with you to
accomplish a certain look that
you and others will appreciate.
From sleek to savvy, lowkey to high-maintenance,
tomboy to diva, many Howard
students are well in preparation for Homecoming .festivities. Even the most reserved
students equate change with
color. Change is ex';lctly what
compels sophomore Debbie
Lee to color her hair.
"It is a personal choice of
mine and to defray the costs, I
find it most accommodating

that a fellow stude11t and
friend can help me accomplish
this look (a wine red hair
color) to compliment my natural fro," she said.
However,
sophomore
Terrica Jennings says that
while she is a low-maintenance type of girl, nothing
could have compelled her to
entrust coloring her hair to an
unlicensed student. That is
why she recently consulted
with Pazzions Hair Studio. She
now sports a short, sassy,
striking-red, hairstyle that is
not only gorgeous, but most
importantly, healthy.
While hair weaves remain
taboo to some, believe it or
not, most students are finding
refuge and satisfaction in
knowing that hair weaves are
not only temporary but also
non-damaging to natural hair.
"Just weave it up girl and
call it a day," says Suzette of
Monet Hair. "You can't go
wrong if it's not your hair."
Faced with the difficult
decision of going with the oncampus beautician or the
licensed professional on
Georgia Ave., students race
against the clock as this week
marks the final countdown

until Homecoming. With this,
there's only one concern: looking good without permanent
damage.
Whatever
the
case,
whether beauty comes in a box
or an area salon, the health of
one's tresses is most important,
especially
since
Homecoming lasts only a
week.
Sophomore
Veronica
Olaniyan believes in that
wholeheartedly.
"Let's not go overboard
guys," she said. "Let's just go
with the flow and welcome the
Rapture 2003 (with no damages)."

A situation in your current

relationship had you mad just a
few days ago but now you are
1\ack to your normal self. Saving
money is foreign to you. Expect
to spend a 1 : of ">Oney and meet
many new people. Your lucky
color is white - it always draws
attention to you and that's what
you love.

Students Cope

ith Allergies During Fall Season

Virgo (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22)
This week will have you
stressed yet excited at the same
time. An important project that
you've been working on will be
displayed soon and you anticipate the reaction. Since Virgo is
an earth sign your lucky color is

anything that is earth-toned.
Libra (Sept. 23 - Oct. 23)
For the male Libra, don't be
surprised if many females are
,throwing themselves at you this

•.;eek. You will definitely be that
"smooth cat" that everyone

wants to get to know. Female
Libras will have fun this week,
but drama concerning a love tri-

angle will be on your mind. Your
lucky colors are black and white.

PHOTO BY ROGER ROMAN

Allergy symptons are usually confused with the common
cold or flu.

you who know, and for those
who don't know, September
does not just mark the beginning of autumn, it is the
introduction allergy season.
The most common allergic reaction is to ragweed
pollen. From mid-August to
November, ragweed begins to
spread like wildfire all over
the United States, thus producing
common
allergy
symptoms like runny, stuffy
noses, and watery eyes, as
mentioned above.
These symptoms often
occur in people who suffer
from allergic conjunctivitis.
This is very common in the
fall and it affects mostly the
ocular, or visual, area.
There is also another
form of allergies, called allergic rhinitis. Usually caused
by harmless outdoor allergens, such as dust or dirt, it
produces an allergic reaction
that causes people to sneeze
involuntarily.
To treat and reduce
symptoms, allergy victims
should consult their doctor
on what to take. Some of the
medicines prescribed by doctors include antihistamines,

decongestants, and antiinflammatory agents.
Antihistamines can prevent allergic rhinitis or simply relieve some of its symptoms. During allergic reactions, histamines in your
body
are
produced.
Antihistamines block these
histamines
from
being
released.
Decongestants
reduce a lot of nasal congestion by reducing a lot of
mucus. Anti-inflammatory
agents stop mucous membranes of the nose from being
inflamed and help prevent a
lot sneezing.
Howard students use various treatments to deal with
allergies.
Myla Jones, a freshman
chemistry major, suffers
from a excessive sneezing
and watery eyes.
"I know that Claritin is
one of the most used overthe-counter drugs, but I usually take Allegra to relieve my
symptoms," Jones says.
Derrick Dennis, a sophomore mathematics major,
endures sneezing, itchy eyes,
stuffy nose, and headaches.
"I usually take Benadryl,"

he says. "But I also take
Dimetapp and Tylenol Cold
and Allergy medicines."
Brian Wilks, a sophomore
computer science major,
deals with sneezing, chest
pains, and puffy, watery eyes.
"I often don't take medicine but when I do, I take
Benadryl," he says.
In this season, victims of
serious allergies are advised
by the American Academy of
Allergy,
Asthma
and
Immunology to stay indoors
as often as possible. Since
ragweed is virtually everywhere in the United States, it
is advised to stay inside. The
Academy recommends avoiding places such as ditches,
vacant lots, riverbanks, and
landscapes. These are places
were ragweed thrives the
most.
It is best to keep the air
conditioning running when
possible, to keep the air cool
and clean. Air filters should
also be checked regularly to
ensure that dust particles are
kept to a minimum.

Scorpio (Oct. 24 - Nov. 21)
You will find yourself interacting a lot with Capricorn and
Aquarius this week. A good .
friend will visit you this weekend
so cherish the time you have
together. Your lucky color is
black.

By Crystal Bell
Contributing Writer

Sagittarius(Nov. 22 - Dec. 21)
You will meet someone who
is a friend of a friend. Talk about
a small world. Networking
opportunities in your career field
will be beneficial to you. You will
meet a lot of "old heads" who
will give you some good advice.
Your lucky color is orange.

Studies Show New Gene May Increase Risks of Cancer

Capricorn (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19)
This week will find you busy
as usual. Moodiness may arise.
Though you are a social person;

sometimes you cannot stand
being around a lot of people.
Close friends will perceive you as
being aloof. Your lucky color is
lavender.
Aquarius (Jan. 20 - Feb. 19)
Meeting new people and
learning about life is what you
do best. Expect a fun week filled
with social activities. Your lucky
color is blue.
Pisces (Feb. 19 - Mar. 20)
Feelings of jealousy may
arise in your personal relationship. Usually when you are frustrated or depressed you try to
sleep to escape from the situation or you drink. Good friends
will motivate you to think positively. Your lucky color is forest
green.

Compiled by Leesa Davis

Itchy, red swollen eyes,
continuous coughing, and
sneezing. Headaches. Aches
and pains, and the inability

and the lack of energy to get
out of bed and prepare for
class. This absolutely must be
a severe cold or the flu, right?
Well, maybe for some.
But for others, it also can
mean allergies. For those of

Cancer Society, "Over one milBy Deana Thornton
lion people get cancer each
Contributing Writer
year. One cancer gene that may
be responsible for thousands of
It's 4 a.m. and Jetuan new cancer cases each year in
Woodfork, a freshman psychol- the US is a common called
ogy major, has a look of anguish TGFBR1*6A
(Transforming
on her face as she helplessly Growth Factor Beta Receptor
watches her mother suffer from 1*6A)."
sporadic pains.
According to a new study,
"During my senior year of nearly one in eight people might
high school, I fou11d out my have this gene that mainly
mother had non-Hodgkins increases the overall risk of canLymphoma cancer in her pelvic cer by 26 percent. More specifiovaries," said Jetuan. "My mom cally, it increases a person's risk
took chemotherapy in the form of breast cancer by 48 percent,
of a pill at home and I watched ovarian cancer by 53 percent,
as all her hair fell out, from her and colon cancer by 38 percent.
eyebrows to everything. It really TGFBR1*6A might also be the
tore me up inside to watch her first cancer gene that affects a
go through this."
variety of ethnic groups.
Few of us go through life
Researchers have found
without coming in contact with this gene to be responsible for
cancer in some way, ,vhether it abo1,1t 7 percent of all breast
be through personal experi- cancers, nearly all 11 percent of
ences or through a family mem- all ovarian cancers, and 5.5 perber, like Woodfork is currently cent of all colon cancers among
•
•
a variety of ethnic groups.
expenenc1ng.
"There are a number of
According to the American

genes associated with increased
cancer risk," said Max Cohen, a
doctor and graduate of Harvard
Medical School and former
senior staff member of the
National Cancer Institute. "The
basis of this study lies in being
able to detect individuals with
increased cancer risks. This will
allow closer screening by
increasing the awareness of
both the patient and the physician. Hopefully and presumable
this could lead to earlier detection, which should improve survival results in most cases."
The American Cancer
Society reported that cancer is
the second leading cause of
death in the U.S. Half of all men
and one third of all women in
the U.S. will develop cancer
during their lifetime.
"My grandfather died from
two different types of cancer,"
said Michael Lawson a sophomore journalism major. "It was
quick because it was diagnosed
one month before he died. He
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The cancerous connective tissue cells growing (pictured
above).

was my closest grandparent and
I was really affected by it."
Today, millions of people
are living with cancer or have
had cancer. The risk of developing cancers can be reduced by
changes in a person's lifestyle.
"Allegedly one third of all
human cancers are cased by
nutritional factors including
bad eating habits," said John
Lynch, a doctor at the Cancer

Institute.
"Cancer does not discriminate," said Megan Jones,
sophomore radiation therapy
major. That is why it is so
important that cancer be
detected early. The sooner a
cancer is fonnd and the sooner
treatment begins, the better the
chances are for living for many
years."
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Seasonal Affective Disorder On The Rise During Autumn Months
February.
By Crystal Stokes
The SAD Association noted
Hilltop Staff Writer
that the first documented case
of SAD was recorded before
"In the winter or on rainy 1845. However, the disease was
days I feel weighed down. not officially named until the
Whenever it's dark I feel early 1980s. It is caused by a
depressed."
biochemical imbalance in the
These are the words a hypothalamus due to shortenyoung man expressed to psy- ing of daylight.
chologist Mirta Carruthers of
Fall has arrived and some
Howard
University's, students will experience the
Counseling Center. He suffers embryonic phases this sickness
from
Seasonal
Affective very soon. SAD is no rarity here
Disorder (SAD).
on Howard University's camSeasonal Affective Disorder pus. In fact most SAD sufferers
is a mood disorder best associ- are women in college.
ated with depression episodes
Nickole Scott Conerly, a
that occur due to seasonal vari- doctor, psychiatrist, and direcations of light. According to the tor of training at Howard
National Alliance of The explained that students can be
Mentally Ill, roughly a half of a misdiagnosed the first time.
million people are affected
"First time students usually
every
winter
between complain of what sounds like
September and April, the worst typical depression," she said.
months
being
during "When we (psychiatrists) pass
December,
January
and them along to the therapists we

PHOTO BY ROGER ROMAN

Seasonal Affective Disorder (SAD) is very common during
the fall season.

often find out that it is Seasonal
Affective Disorder."
Conerly explained that students often complain of having

a lack of energy. "I feel down,
feel kind of sad is what they
say," she said. Conerly said that
the patients she has encoun-

tered have realized the change in successive years. Clear seaonce there is little light out.
sonal patterns allow some preSome of the symptoms dictability and preventive treatinclude depression during win- ment with phototherapy or
ter months and excessive sleep- antidepressants in combination
ing and weight gain during win- with psychotherapy."
ter months. Full remission
Phototherapy or bright
from depression occurs in the light therapy is an effective
spring and summer months.
form of treatment. According to
Some people mistake NAM!, the device used for phoSeasonal Affective Disorder for totherapy is a bank of fluoresholiday
blues.
Conerly cent lights on a metal reflector
explained that "holiday blues and shield with a plastic screen.
are experienced around the
Howard University's counThanksgiving and Christmas seling department is not
season by people who have lost equipped with phototherapy.
their loved ones."
"We provide psychotherapy
SAD is more serious. and administer medication if
People who mourn during this needed," said Carruthers. SAD
season typically are only in can have two extremes. For
bereavement for a short time.
some it can be an extremely
Lawson R. Wulsin, doctor disabling illness relying solely
and author of "Depressive upon extensive medical treatDisorder" insists that seasonal ments while others may have a
patterns of depression "require mild condition with less suffer•
at least two episodes of major 1ng.
depression at the same season

A Taste of the Tropics
By Kimberly King
Hilltop Staff Writer
What is no secret to
Caribbean cuisine may be new
to some as they learn to "do
what the Romans do" while
they visit the islands. The many
islands of the Caribbean
embody peace, prosperity, and
happiness and they take pride
in it all, especially their food.
Not only found in the hard
work put in by the people but
more so as a way of life is the
idea of preserving and living
off the land. This concept of
"living off the land" was first
implemented
by
the

Rastafarians.
Many may know that
Rastafarianism has its roots in
Jamaica, but few may know
that this select group is
extremely conscious about
nature and its natural bounties. Where Rastafarianism is
viewed by many as a religion, it
is seen by many in the islands
as a part of life, a sanctimonious commune of man and
the natural foods of life, minus
all meats.
But how is it possible to get
the proteins and healthy fats
necessary to survive if you
practice a diet of meat absti-

fish, starches, grains, and
fruits. In the Caribbean,
Rastafarianism goes beyond
the urban trend of locking one'
s hair. It is a way of life.
Choosing to eat healthy
however, is a personal choice.
While you may practice it religiously, remember, as Reggae
group Morgan Heritage says,
"you don't have to dread to be a
Rasta." So, let's live, eat, and be
merry as we indulge in the
taste of the tropics with this
very tasty and easy A-list cui•
sine.

I walk this life tryin' to be the living

nence? Simple - in greens,

■

Callaloo

Salt fish

Callaloo is very similar to Spinach found here in the United States. Both are
green vegetables and a great source of iron. After purchasing the salt fish, i_t
should be soaked at least overnight to get rid of the salts used to pr-eserve 1t.
Before you can start cooking the callaloo, it should be stripped to get rid of some
of the old, dry and less nutritious leaves. You must also pay special attention to
the stalks. Strip the stalks to rid the callaloo of its outer chewy coat. Now we're
ready to get cooking:

1 bundle of chopped callallo
1/2 lb unsalted sailfish
1 medium-sized sliced onion
1 tblspoon cooking oil

example of my beliefs.
Sometimes folks are blinded by my
light; subconscious pity cajoles me into
turning it down so that they are comfortable.
Soon after I do ... they are squinting
again and I descend another notch until
I am darkness.
Tomorrow I'll wear a sign:
Wear sun-glasses; my light is shinin'
bright!
And not even pity will stop me from
blinding the world.

•

A pinch of salt and pepper
Cooking Directions
Chop callaloo in small pieces. Mince sailfish into small pieces. Slice mediumsized onions and combine with chopped callaloo and sailfish. Slowly heat
saucepan. Pour cooking oil into saucepan. Add black pepper to season. Cover
pot and cook slowly for approximately 15 minutes. Enjoy!
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By Kristal Knight
Contributing Writer
rucker hats are bringing
skaters,
hip·-hoppers,
bikers, nerds, punkers,
ladies, jocks, brothers, sisters,
moms, dads and virtually
everyone together. These hats

are seen in magazines, music

•

The Lady 1n
my Life
By Jozen Cummings
Life and Style Editor
I met her about two-and-ahalf years ago. My boy told me
about her, said she was interested in me, and gave me ber number.
I called the number, but
when I called she was still with
someone else. I didn't care
though; I had to get with her.
Luckily, her man was ready
to move on with his life and gave
me the okay to move in.
According to him, she was cool,
didn't have any problems.
After I let them say their
goodbyes, I took her out on my
own. My mother told me to be
careful with her, not to demand
too much out of her, but unfortunately I didn't listen. I had to
take her to Detroit with me,
because I couldn't stand to be
without her. The drive from D.C.
to Detroit had no problems.
Then when we arrived in
Detroit, and things started going
really wrong. Something about
that city just took the relationship downhill.
Way downhill.
That was two years ago, but
nothing's changed. As a matter
of fact things got worse.
A couple of weeks ago she
left me. She let some dude
named D.C. sweep her off her
feet. Told her that he had a better place for her, where she
could just chill and not do a
thing.
I was stuck without her. At
first I thought it was cool, I
thought I didn't need her.
Besides she was getting ugly.
Her smile was sort of crooked,
and if I woke her up on the
wrong side of the bed she would
always get attitude.
It's not like I had another
girl on the side. It was never
that. She was the only one in my
life. Except for when I had to go
home during the holidays. There
was the other girl back home,
but I just used her because it was
convenient.
Anyway, back to my girl
here. In order to get her back I
had to call up this new man.
Turns out he was a pimp, and he
said my girl was happy laying up
in his house doing nothing. But I
was getting lonely. I needed !1er
by my side. Everywhere I went
now, people looked at me differently. A lot of people didn't know
the person I was without her.
They never met me as a single
man.
Well D.C. told me I could get
her back, but it would cost me. It
would cost me a lot too. Forget
it, I'm not ashamed, 111 just tell
you how much it cost: $1,800.
I had to go to my mother
and convince her to give me the
money. I told her about how it
was all my fault, how I had done
the girl wrong, but I was in love
and I couldn't stand to be without her. Thankfully my mother
understood and gave me the
money (Bless my mother's
heart!).
I payed D.C. the money. I
got her back, and nqw things are
going good. We've talked things
out,. .and_ even _though . .she'll
never quite be the same again, it
do,'l.~ Jl!att~ta:f.a'[ and I are
bac~ togelli\r, ancf1t"ll be that
way until death do us part.

videos and on the street. They
are everywhere. This recurring
trend can be spotted on many
music celebrities such as
Pharel! Williams of the
Neptune's to pop icon,
Christina Aguilera. The Oct. 2
issue
of Rolling
Stone
Magazine just put trucker hats
on its "Hot List 2003."
Many may be wondering
where these hats originated.
Wardrobe staples of truck
drivers (hence the name) and
farmers in the Corn Belt, these
hats are often used as cheap,
disposable
sunshades.
Referred to as trucker hats or
mesh hats, they are bigger versions of baseball caps. They
are made with a plastic mesh
back and a large, nearly vertical foam front that is a perfect
marquee to advertise anything.
And despite their lowly
beginnings, to many, trucker
hats are now as hot and popular as every new pair of
J ordans that comes out.
"It's the retro thing coming back and it goes with your
outfit," freshman biology
major, Kimberly Laughton

says.
Laughton does
have a point. The
hats mimic the
1980s trend when
hats and holey
jeans were in.
Depending on how
each decides to
wear the hat, it
can
definitely
have a look that
was so 20 years
ago.
Two years ago,
the hats were seen
on
MTV
by
Johnny Knoxville,
the star of Jackass
and today it can be

seen

on

actor

Ashton Kutcher
on MTV's Punk'd.
"I like how
they're being reintroduced, but I
don't like the fact
that people ··are
just wearing them
because everyop.e

else is,"· ·Latisha

Trucker hats are now a staple of fashion in the black community.
Ray, a fashion
merchandising
wear at home. It seems to be a $38 and go up to $75.
sophomore says.
Other hats can be found
Although it may be popu- northern trend."
And the stores are defi- cheaper. Many of the hats can
lar with many, it can be
be custom made. Hats can also
annoying to others. As a new nitely carrying the trend.
Many urban and hat stores be bought in a certain color
trend sets in, some may
choose to over do it. "Looking such as Up Against the Wall with no logo or wording on the
around the campus I see hun- and Against All Odds [for her] front of the bib and get it
dreds
daily," sophomore are selling the hats. The hats stitched or spray-painted.
In New York, a dozen
broadcast journalism major come in different colors and
Marcus Lovings says. "I don't styles. Von Dutch is the plain hats go for $18 but cost
like the hats. It's not the style I hottest designer sporting the more to get a custom design.
hats. Von Dutch can start from Former Up Against the Wall

ut of Time,
Right On Time

Superman Dean Cain, "Out Of
Time" is a mystery with more

with money seized by ilie department in a drug bustto fund her

twists and turns than Iverson's

trip. The problem is the money is

wig. Washington once again displays his versatility, as Chief
Matthew Whitlock - the goodhearted cop who resorts to hilari-

scheduled to be picked up by two
DEA agents on the following day.
When Whitlock discovers the

ously

doctor who informed Ann of her
illness is a petty crook hired by
the couple he begins his hunt for
the two.
At the same time he is constantly dodging detection by his
estranged wife and fellow cop,
Alexandra
Cole
(Mendes).
Whitlock finally catches up to ilie
conniving couple and finds that
sweet Ann orchestrated the entire
plot. Ann surprises us all by
killing Chris, shooting Whitlock
once and taking aim for the death
shot before Alexandra busts in to
save the day.
Dave Collard delivers a magnificent two hours of dramatic
dialogue. He also keeps the film
light and interesting, courtesy of
some good natured barbs
between Chae (John Billingsly),
the funny surgeon sidekick, and
Whitlock. These dashes of wit
add charm to the film.
"Out Of Time" is such a great

PHOTO COURTESY OF

Denzel Washington stars in the suspense movie, 'Out of
Time."
in the form of the Carl Franklin
By Michael Ivy
directed suspense thriller "Out Of
Hilltop Staff Writer
Time," finally arrives.
Starring the incomparable
t a time when quality films
are as few and far between Denzel Washington, beautiful
s solar eclipses, a savior, Sanaa Lathan and former

sly

chicaneries

when

Lathan and Cain attempt to
frame him for ilieir murder.
Lathan is unexpectedly sinister as she successfully deviates
from her perpetual role as the
pretty, sassy love interest. She
shares the female lead with
"Training Day's" Eva Mendes,
who also impresses in her first
major role. The story is so well
developed and engrossing that
boili actresses shine brightly, and
nothing is lost.
Set in gorgeous Banyan Key,
Florida this classic tale focuses on
Matthew
Whitlock's
(Washington) frantic effort to
exonerate himself from suspicion
concerning the murder of his
lover, Ann Harrison (Lathan) and
her abusive husband Chris. Prior
to the staged death Ann seeks to
leave Banyan Key after Whitlock
and she learn of her terminal illness. Whitlock then provides Ann

murder scene was staged and the

PHOTOS BY MAYA GILLIA
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employee Maiya Norton said
lot of the hats can be well ove:;
$20.
"I wear them because the
are cute and comfortable,'
Norton says. "The whole 80 .
punk is in and the hats are rea
8os because I know every
body's parents and grandpar
ents have some up in thei
closets."

story because it contains various;
sub-plots, which can stand by'

themselves. Whitlock has al'
quadruple dilemma: avoidingf

suspicion as a murderer andl
adulterer,
and desperately
searching for Ann and Chris, so I
I

he can save Ann and recover the 1
stolen money. Each situation is~
intriguing enough to maintain 1
interest as a main plot. Therefore,

when they all combine, the result
is a suspenseful drama that holds
audiences attention throughout.
Everything from ilie up beat!
yet low key intro music to the 1
beautiful, Floridian scenery fits!
perfectly. "Out Of Time" signals
another addition to Washington's!
long list of hit performances,!
Lathan's emergence as a well!
rounded leading lady, and!
Mendes's notable debut. I h,aveJ
no doubt this film will bring thei
entire cast and crew critical as,
well as commercial success.:
Stories the caliber of "Out 0~
Time"
and
actors
like!
Washington inspire me with the
thought that there is hope for the
magical world of motion pictures.

Gallery Exhibits The Complete
Work of Romare Bearden
By Jessica Richards
Contributing Writer
"If you're painting when the
spirit moves you ...Ideas emanate
from the work.. J start sometimes
without an idea," Ro mare Bearden.

rtist Romare Bearden's
pieces travel through series
f family, musical, and
inspirational pieces, so abstract,
it's hard to tell if Bearden painted
or detailed his own life.
He created these works of art
by carefully inserting doctored
scraps of paper, fabric, old photographs, and even scraps of metal
to establish an ambiance of bold
colors.
Now, for the first time, the
National Gallery of Art in D.C. has
chosen to exhibit all of Bearden's
- works.- Not onlyis Bearden the
first black artist to be showcased
at ilie National Gallery of Art, but
his work also has a special impact

because it deals with black
Americans' lives and reflects of
the places in which Bearden lived.
His amazing collages were
ground-breaking, scrapping up
materials, foils, wood scrapings
and ink on a slab of card board.
The eclectic combinations gave
birth to such famous pieces as
"Mecklenburg Memory's," which
recalled his days of growing up in
Mecklenburg County, North
Carolina.
Born in segregated Charlotte
in 1911 a childhood neighbor
taught Bearden how to draw
while living with his grandmother. Bearden ilien moved with his
fanilly to Harlem, Pittsburgh, and
then to the Caribbean. Still, North
Carolina provided his primary
subject.
While living in New York, he
pursued hls degree
Education
at NYU. · Instead, he became a
social worker and art became" a
primary interest.

·m

He gave up painting to pursue music and songwriting, his
two oilier loves, and his talents
flowered and flourished in
Harlem. He immersed himself in
the jazz scene, religious fervor,
street life, literary culture, and
then found his artistic voice.
Bearden joined the Harlem
Artist Guild and later studied
abroad in Paris, where he was
deeply influenced by cubisim and
collages. There he gained inspiration and a love for ilie works of
Pablo Picasso and Henri Matisse.
Another major influence of
Bearden was jazz. "Jazz has
shown me the way of achieving
artistic structures that are personal to me," he once said.
"Apprenticeship to Morton
Jelly Roles," a piece from 1941, is
one such work iliat exhibits how
deeply the music influenced him.
Bold colors and scraps are put
togetlie, to create the curving of
the black women lying on lounge

chairs in the nude
while Jelly Roll
Morton plays the
blues along the
sidewalks of the red
light district in New
Orleans. This piece
is full of motion
and song.
Although his
•
•
piece gives a sense
of chaos, the use of
bold colors and
sharp
detailed
scraps of paper
make the work
become so full of
life - yet they're
just still memories
PHOTO COURT SEY 0
in Bearden's color- Romare bearden, a revered artist, show- .
ful mind.
cases his work.
1
1
National
Art
'th
his
WI
· unsold works.
Gallery Director Earl A Powell
The National Art Galleiy ·
said Bearden's show was 12 years display the work of Romare·
in the making. After Bearden died
d fro · ---·
in 1988, the artist's widow came Bear en
m now until
4, 2004.
•
to talk about what should be done
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'School of Rock' Delivers'.
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'Huma11 Stains -the Heart
j By Enoch Tims III
J Hilltop Staff Writer

"The

Human

Stain,"

· and controversy when it was
j released in 2001.. Set during
; the 1998 presidential impeachment hearings, the novel intro. duces us to the tragic character
of Coleman Silk, a man
described as being ensnared by
a history he hadn't quite counted on.
For decades, Coleman had
· carved out the life of a distin. guished and trail-blazing college dean and professor-a fact
that has garnered the tragic fig. ure many accolades and just as
many enemies. All was going
, relatively well for the professor,
until an innocent use of the
Iword "spooks" lead to false allel gations of racism, Coleman's
:! outraged resignation, andaccording to Coleman-the pre1mature death of his wife.
1
However, what the accus-

j

l
j

l

ers,
Coleman's
enemies,
friends, and even his wife don't
know is that Coleman is not, in
fact, a Jewish man, but an
African-American passing for
white.
Not exactly your everyday
garden variety Hollywood story
is it?
Nevertheless,
director,
Robert Benton and uberproducers Bob and Harvey
Weinstein have resolved to
tackle this emotionally turbulent and historically muted
subject matter. And boy do
they succeed.
Anthony Hopkins, the
bearer of Coleman'& baggage, is
exceptional as the tfagic.ngure. ·
Even though Hopkins is, in
fact, Welsh, he still captures the
inner turmoil and loss of a man
who chq.oses to · deny s.uch a
substantial part of himself.
However, he is n.61' tfie\ star 'of'
this picture. .
.i •
N eitlier is the dJifc-;,_te j:,ottrayal of Faunia, by Nicole

Kidman, nor the dogged desperation of actor Ed Harris's
Lester Farely, or the dawning
friendship of Gary Sinise's
character, Nathan Zuckerman.
It is actually the great talent
evident · in
young
Wentworth Miller's portrayal of
the young Coleman that steals
the show. Miller, who is from a
biracial background, is so convincing as the troubled young
man that some scenes are particularly hard to watch. The
scene where young Coleman
tells his mother of his decision
to pass as white is so replete
with a feeling of loss that it will
probabjy cause the most hardened nfoviegoer to shift in his
or her seat.
It i! obvious that the director Robert Benton is an actor's
d.irectol. Every scene, especially thosa involving Coleman and
his ialhily, is teeming with
emotion. Everyone involved
has embodied their character
See HEART page 85

PHOTO COURTSEY OF.

Jack Black stars in the new comedy, "School of Rock."

By Amina K. Cooper
Hilltop Staff Writer

Jack Black stars as rock
and roller Dewey Finn in the
very funny "School of Rock."
This movie takes a cue from
movies like "Sister Act 2" by
placing a comedian amid an
ensemble of adorable children. It's hard for a film to
falter with such a fool-proof
combination. And "School of
Rock" doesn't.
Not entirely.
The movie stumbles a bit
in the beginning, but finds its
ground and becomes a lighthearted comedy that most
movie goers will enjoy.
Dewey Finn is the recent"
ly dispossessed musician who
impersonates his roommate
to become a substitute

As previously mentioned,
teacher when faced with eviction. Not only does Finn find the formula for this film is a
•
a well-paying gig in his stint bit too similar to "Sister Act
as a sub at the private ele- 2." If Black had portrayed a
mentary school, he finds his soul singing nun it would be
new band mates as well.
the same flick.
The predictability of the
However, the amusing
plot can be forgotten because ways in which his character
the film is supported by such overcomes the challenges of
great performance'S. Jack concealing a rock a11d roll 101
Black reprises his rock and class under the nose of the
roll antics from his real life strict principal (played by
comedic performance band Joan Cusack) and handles his
"Tenacious D." Near)y every- overbearing adversaries is
thing he does in thi'l!film is a fresh and entertaining. I also
laugh, from his \!Uizzical like the fact that though the
facial expressions' and physi- movie is centered around
cal comedy, to the shock of children it's not sappy at all,
his mature punch lines in the Black still retains the edgipresence of these cute kids .
ness and mature content seen
· His ~~tformarice( as well in his performances in
the way he l)rilliantJy inter- movies like "High Fidelity';
acts wit!\. the thildt'en is what and "Shallow Hal."
;
makes this movie a success.
See ROCK page 85
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j By Jennifer L. Williams

would miss class and instead
i Asst. Life & Style Editor
spend time in Founder's Library.
j
After graduating from
j For tho~~ )'I'~? -~av~ gro~ : Howard( Blackman developed
weary of st;)f/o , . ack lite ·
,, er p!lljWrmance skills, and, d,is1 of late andt'are:
sting , an · l:isfied with how the masses
J alternative,
_urse: ,.'; Pl~a , , ~re ~susing hip-hop, began
..Blackmap 1s , Msmg rt as a• organizational tool,
1 for Real Love by
J a must read. Bo ' candid an.a••' often integrating it into confer. ~oignant, this_ c?il))<;tii/n of ~'1_IY rn,.qe§ an~ the like. One thini:, lead
, IS as entertainin£as l}lai;\aniµi
l;4 aa,11)~, and Blackman foun/i
: herseJ~,:;;:i-~.~-r.~·.,: . .;' ~-~: · :~.:....: ,, . "='::::-'- _, __ . b':'+~f:1.; _
~z;riting yetagajn:,,... ,.
l ;:I;on/ Bla9km~n, _a . H~~~r~; , . "O~~eifollowedmytruepas! alun\.;, 'has ~ad a ~adual literM:-j/ ~ion, divin~ order started to take
l careel'. Danng·her undergraduate , l.ts course,' Blackman rememj years, Blackman spent,m1,Jcp ;c/f i!'· hers. "In some ways, your destiny
j her time continually re~~.t :• is ~s~r), for you; and you like
j writing, to the point where she wi el,oose your destiny. You

!
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have to follow your own path."
revealed myself. I have only a few to completion, and I am over- person," Blackman says. "Abov,!
joyed with the result."
all, I want to impact the world in<!
Blackman's path, however secrets now."
was littered with an obstacle she
"Inner.Course" is a collection
Now, with a tour-de-force positiv(«iliY:1lll1'" ~~
i
had to overcome to realize her full of Blackman's work that artfully book under ber l;,elt, and~- if•
T-cfui Bia
an'scteep-rooted
potential.
t of her following
tackles a variety of subjects,.rang- tion from national maffines · passion is a~
"I remember going through a ing from the many pitfalls of love such as Honey, Blal!lfmim ii ~er predes ' rl path. "Do what
period where I thought I had to the importance of self-discov- remains refreshingly htllrl.ble. 'you are to . ·}' Blackman sa~
writer's block, but I was actually ery. What makes "Inner.Course" Nonetheless, she finds theway in ' egi.phati~.t.~te because l
suffering from a fear of self-expo- stand out from other books full of which others regard her interest' feel I b11v~lo, and it's all a part of
sure,"
Blackman
recalls. prose is Blackman's tongue-in- ing, especially when she runs Jn'to- ~rii,\ i\ame in history and
However, through her writing, cheek delivery that leaves the , people she used to aftend i;cHG~ ,. le~g liy ¾acy behind."
•'.
·
- ,,,......;tw -:";tt½ig.,:;.->!'~~vein1
she found the courage to show- reader eager to come to their-own with.
1
case herself.
conclusions about the topies she
· "I'll see !l [music industry] ?11\ ,1l!:rµ¢~.ClllllfSf ~it.I\ <rorl(lh~t aims
"The
creation
of writes about.
I went to school with, and they'll to challenge mediocrity an4
[Inner.Course] was one of the
"The concept for the book give me this patronizing pat on sameness and motivate individu1
most freeing activities in my cre- actually began back in 1992, when the back and say Toni, yqµ al,~)'.;'l . aj~ta qi\.estion the world and the
ative life," Blackman says with a I still went to Howard," Blackman were a good sista', as if theieli,/.in'o 's fulM surrounding them.
,
rueful smile. "In the end, I explains. "It took this long to get it economic viability to being a good
,
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James said that when dealHoward and Gatorade are
under the same company, ing with heat and exhaustion,
Asst. Sports Editor
according to Bernard James, an individual's performance
Howard University's athletic can be dropped by 20% if the
They ask "Is It In You?"
In the past they wanted trainer, hopefully a fresh ship- body is not replenished with
ment of Gatorade will be com- sodium, potassium, and calciyou to "Be Like Mike."
um; these are all offered in a
It can be a secret-potion to ing to Howard athletics soon.
In the meantime, Gatorade bottle of Gatorade.
the gargantuan task of getting
When the doctors created
up in the morning or pulling is always on the sidelines of a
the drink, they probably didn't
Bison football game.
that dreaded all nighter.
Electrolytes like sodium, expect that it would be one of
They make the hottest
commercials and have helped potassium and chloride are the most recognizable brands
•
1
n
make the best athletes in the lost during perspiration.
Dehydration occurs when the
world,
Jordan,
Woods,
athletes fail to drink enough
Manning and Jeter, rich.
The NBA, NFL and basket- fluid to replace these elements
ball players at the Banneker lost when sweating during
basketball courts swear by it. exercise.
Rehydration after exercise
Gatorade is the premier sports
drink in America for today's involves not only replaceathletes.
ment of
·'"".
Before Red Bull and fluMountain Dew, there was
Gatorade.
As the "legend" goes, the
beverage was first invented in
1965 after University of
Florida doctors realized that
the football team's players
weren't properly hydrated
and as a result were not playhising up to their capabilities.
tory of sports.
The witty doctors subseThe company
quently formulated a new
ids lost, but
has spent millions
carbohydrate-electrolyte drink also replenishment of elecupon millions of dolthat kept the players hydrated trolytes, primarily sodium.
lars on testing athlete's
better than water.
Therefore, it is imperaAt Howard University, the tive to maintain a certain
performances
when
using their product.
athletic training staff uses level of hydration and a
Gatorade to supply football strong nutritional diet for a
In
1988,
Gatorade
players with the proper elec- high level of performance. launched the Gatorade Sports
trolytes and other nutrients to Gatorade helps put back lost Science Institute (GSSI) headcrush opponents on the field.
electrolytes and unlike water, quartered
in
suburban
After a contract with Coca- has a 6% carbohydrate solu- Chicago.
Cola, athletes in the past had tion to give active muscles
As a research and educabeen supplied with Powerade. more energy to fight fatigue.
tional facility designed to
•
Now Howard is under contract
"While water is more read- expand knowledge on sports
with Pepsi, as evidence by the ily available than Gatorade and nutrition and exercise science,
products in the Punchout and is a must in your daily diet, for the center has even made comRestaurant.
physical activity or exercise it's mercials featuring athletes
Recently,
Gatorade extremely beneficial to drink such as Vince Carter, to show
became part of the Pepsi some sort of electrolyte drink," exactly how the athletes are
Bottling Group also. Now that explained James.
tested.

L. Michael Flanagan

No He Didn't
By Bernard Murray

Sports Editor
Vick's injured, Brooke isn't
playing his 'A: game and McNabb
·is just getting back into the swing
of things.
Are our black quarterbacks all
falling off?
For year, brothers under center in the NFL, NCAA and high
school have out-shined t any quarter back rather they be white,
Hispanic, Asian or what have you ..
Vick, in his first season as a
starter, rushed for 776 yards last
season.

776 yards. That's unheard of.
QBs are supposed to eat up
yards with their arms, not their
feet. But, that's just what black QBs
have brought to the game.
There's a paradigm shift
occurring. Having that kind of
double threat on offense makes
defensive coordinators want to
retire.
However, no athlete is invincible. I don't care who you are.
You're not going to have a great
game every game. And black QBs
are no different.
Which bring me to my point.
Everybody knows Rush Limbaugh
is not everyone's favorite person.
But, now his controversial
opinions are property of the World
Wide Leader of Sports, or their
affiliate ESPN. He commented on
"Sunday NFL Countdown" about a
black QB in particular.

I'll let you read it and decide:

"I think what we've had here is
a little social concern in the NFL.
The media has been very desirous
that a black quarterback do well.
There is a little hope invested in
McNabb, and he got a lot of credit
for the performance of this team
that he didn't deserve. The defense
carried this team."
He's got people including my
personal favorite, the NAACP,
buzzing. But they're buzzing for the
wrong reason.
Yes, he used the flag word
''black," but people are missing the
point. As I've learned in Principles
of Reasoning with my man Dr.
Jones (great professor), this is a
fallacy of relevance.
Society wants to see a black
qullrterback; a QB who can do
more than just throw a receiver the
"damn ball."
No disrespect Unitas, this is
Twenty-03, we want more. QBs of
color are Black by Popular
Demand.
The issue is not racist or racial
implications of the comment. it's
the fact that he talked about
McNabb.
Yall know I am not an Eagles
fan, but you don't talk about
McNabb. He's from the 'GO (Chitown for those can't keep up).
Second, he's a great QB.
One shah-y start and a fat man,
who can only see his feet when he's
eating them, pigged feet that is,
discredits his whole career.
Defense wins games, but without offense you get no where.
To my black people, stop
being so damn sensitive. Yes he
said ''black'' and yes he's known for
irking people; ho,vever, we're
beginning to be the people who
cried wolf when it comes to racial
•

lSSUes.

We call and want something
done every time a ,vhite person
says anything remotely negative
about us.
Those are the little wolves and
society is, if they're not already,
going to get sick of these false calls.
Let's wait and call for action
against the big Bushes, I mean
wolves.
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to play on public courts.
However, this did
not hinder Gibson's
seemingly natural gift in
the sport.
By 1941, through the
encouragement of a close
friend, she started taking
tennis
lessons
at
Harlem's Cosmopolitan
Club and became a member of the all black
American
Tennis
Association [ATA].
Childhood
wasn't
easy for Gibson and she
struggled both academically and socially. By the
age of 19, she had
dropped out of high
school and moved to
Wilmington,
North
Carolina.
Under the care of her
PHOTOS COURTSEY OF WWW.BBC.COM
mentors Dr. Hubert A.
Althea Gibson shows off her amazing volleying
Eaton and Dr. Robert W.
skills at Wimbledon.
Johnson, two black doctors, Gibson reentered school and
By Ashley Ross
obtained her diploma.
Hilltop Staff Writer
Improvement meant time on the
Tennis paradigm and legend Althea tennis court and Gibson soaked up the
Gibson passed away on Sunday opportunity to practice on Dr. Eaton's
private court.
Sept.28th in East Orange, NJ at the age
Practice paid off and by1947,
of 76.
Her tenacity and fearlessness dur- Gibson won her first of 10 straight in the
ATA Championships.
ing the pinnacle of racism and segregaThe ATA provided a comfortable
tion enabled tennis phenoms like Arthur
shell for Gibson and it wasn't until she
Ashe and the Williams sisters to follow
enrolled at FAMU in 1949, that she
in her footsteps.
faced her first white opponent. Howard
In a recent interview with Fox
University tennis coach Larry Strickland
News, Venus Williams said, "Her
commented, "Coaching at an HBCU, she
accomplishments set the stage for my
has been an inspiration for all of us. Our
success and through players like myself,
struggles to overcome racism have not
Serena, and many others to come, her
ended, but she has encouraged us all to
legacy will live on."
fight on."
Gibson was born in Silver, South
And strangely enough, the same
Carolina on August 25, 1927. Her famiwhites who kept Gibson and many othly eventually moved to Harlem and it
ers out of integrated competition were
,vas there she was introduced to a varithe ones who opened the door.
ety of sports, including tennis.
When the American Lawn Tennis
At tJ-,e time, blacks were not allowed
league [ALT] banned blacks from com-

-

Gatorade is the safest elec- orange juice out does Gatorade
trolyte drink on the market in almost every category.
and has done more research
The chart shows that in the
than any other sports drink in areas of carbohydrate content
and potassium, two extremely
history.
Initially competing against important nutrients, OJ is the
water to quench a sweaty ath- drink.
"They use to use the little
lete's thirst, Gatorade has held
off numerous competitors Gatorade packets in our coolsuch as Powerade, All Sport ers, but it never tasted right,"
and a plethora of other energy said Hakima Jackson, of the
men's basketball team.
drinks.
Gatorade has the
Jackson said that the only
energy drinks sewed up time his team got Gatorade is
and are now pursuing when they went on the road to
mineral water compa- play team's like Georgetown
and only then was it "official."
nies
with
Otherwise, he just sticks
to water.
On the other hand, athletes
are not the only one's who benefit from the beverage.
Students who involve themselves either in the strenuous
grind of student activities or
who are always in the I-Lab
until the wee hours of the
morning can get an energy
their boost off Gatorade.
"I like Gatorade because it
newest
replenishes, quenches your
product Propel.
"A large percentage of peo- thirst. It gives you something
ple who go to fancy gyms like extra that water doesn't and it
Baily's and Gold's drink Propel looks like Kool-Aid," said
and other types on mineral Patricia McClain.
McClain personal experiwaters because they taste
good, but most athletes drink ence also made a test to the
Gatorade for the nutrients," importance of Gatorade.
asserts Krystal Braden, a
Last semester when she
Marketing major and former was in the hospital after dehytrack runner. Braden, who dration, doctors told her to
drinks Gatorade religiously, drink Gatorade as a remedy.
Similarly, several other stualso did market audit report on
dents claim that Gatorade has
Gatorade this past week.
"Powerade, All Sport, and helped them hydrate them after
Red Bull don't provide as a particular non-athletic activimany nutrients as Gatorade ty, drinking.
One student who wished to
does. They do provide a better
taste, but that stuff is mostly remain anonymous said "I want
to thank my boyfriend for getsweeteners and sugars."
Ironically,
Gatorade's ting me drunk, because I would
Beverage Comparison Chart have never started drinking
have proven that good old Gatorade otherwise."

petition it was Alice Marble, a white
player who spoke on Gibson's behalf.
Marble spawned a media hailstorm
by writing an editorial in the association's magazine accusing the ALT of
''bigotry."
And after a few arms were twisted in
1956, Gibson was allowed to enter the
Forest Hills Championship, a grass
court competition in New York.
Gibson's loss in the competition was
a win for blacks. The door was finally
open.
Through the racism and segregation
Gibson endured and in 1957, like a puzzle everything came together. Howard
University Sports Information Director
Edward Hill recalls, "Up until that point
heroes like Jackie Robinson, Willie
Mays, and Jim Brown had all given
great pride to people of color. On the
female side there were very few heroes
so this made Althea's accomplishments
all the more amazing."
Her 5'11 solid frame marked by a
heavy-handed serve scorched competition and placed her in history as the first
black to win Wimbledon.
And when Gibson took her serve
back to Forest Hills she didn't leave
until she was the singles and doubles
champ.
Gibson never let down, and when
the world couldn't grasp the concept of
a black Wimbledon Champion, she
won it again in 1958. Gibson ended her
career at Wimbledon with a 16-1
record.
"In sports, you simply aren't considered a real champion until you have
defended your title successfully.
Winning it once can be a fluke; winning it twice proves you are the best."
(www.womenshistory.com)
With all her feats Gibson didn't
turn pro until 1959 - but her knack for
winning remained. Gibson won the
Women's Pro Singles tournament in
1960 to build upon a magnanimous
career in the years following.
With an overall record of 53-9,
Gibson proved the skeptics wrong win-

ning 11 Grand Slam Events. Gibson like
the William's sisters today won at
almost all the major tennis events
including the US and. Australian
Championships.
Gibson was the first black athlete
honored by the Associated Press in 1957
and 1958.
She also is in every possible hall of
fame that has tennis including inductions from National Lawn Tennis,
International Tennis, and Black
Athletes Hall of Fame.
But throughout her success Gibson
never forgot those who had helped along
the way,
"I always wanted to be somebody. If
I made it, it's half because I was game
enough to take a lot of punishment
along the way and half because there
were a lot of people who cared enough to
help me."
Gibson published an autobiography
entitled, "I Always Wanted to Be
Somebody" in 1958.
Her funeral was held yesterday at
St. Phillip's Trinity Episcopal Church in
Newark, NJ.
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Lady Bison Victorious Over Youngstown
By Kira Lee
Hilltop Staff Writer
The Lady Bison Soccer
team had a date with the
Youngstown State Penguins on
the 50 yardline, this past
Tuesday.
2:00pm marked the kick off
of another Bison athletic victory
as the blue and white came
together for another competition of speed, touch, and
finesse. Spectators couldn't help
but notice that they make it look
good.
The first half kicked off
went to Howard.
After a series of tactical
midfield passes, leading to a run
up the sideline, Bison midfield
Erica Jackson took the first shot
of the game from the deep left
corner of Youngstown territory.
Youngstown retaliated with
quick ball movement out of
their danger zone with an outlet
pass to their forward who was
waiting
on
the
wing.
Youngstown found their tag
team in ·midfield Diane
Fellabaum and forward Maddie
Lawther.
Within the first 10 minutes

After the halftime break,
the tempo of the whole game
changed.
The urgency was very evident in each touch of the ball.
The first score of the game was
made in a 4 on 1 attack on the
HU goal.
Fellabaum benefited from
the lack of Bison help defense
and broke the tie on the Bison
scoreboard.
Walton, was obviously
annoyed showing her frustration as she took the ball out of
the back of the net. However,
her anger was silenced on the
ensuing Bison possession.
The rush of Bison attacker
Garner resulted in an opportunity for a shot on goal with one
defender challenging.
She hesitated and waited
for a more open shot. The
offense hustled to recover the
ball and during an effort to put
the ball past the goalie,
Samantha Romantini was
bumped, shoved and tripped in
the box.
The result was a penalty
kick that beat the Penguin
goalie for the first Bison goal
tying the score at 1-1.
To add a little salt into the

of play, Bison goalie Lindsey
Walton found herself face to
face with Lawther, streaking up
the middle on a break.
Walton pressured the
oncoming of Lawther and the
approaching Penguin couldn't
handle the shot sailing it into
the hands of Walton.
Youngstown again put the
defensive pressure on Walton,
but their attempted shot was
snatched out of the air.
Taking the pressure off of
their goalie, the offense of Dolly
Akingbohungbe and Erinn
Garner exerted a little pressure
of their own on the Penguin
goalie.
Neither shot is successful,
but it showed the Bison the
immobility of the Penguin
goalie and the speed advantage
Garner and Akingbohungbe had
over the defense.
At the end of the first half, a
handful of shots and penalty
kick, the score remained o-o.
Lauren Horton, a dedicated
HU fan, commented on
Walton's first half performance,
"Lindsey's great. Her level of
play definitely is not reflected
on any state sheet or team
record."

wound, Renieka Bean declared
war on goal.
Not only did she get open to
take a shot, but she followed up
and scored on her own rebound.
Youngstown
responded
witli a long range goal that was
just out of Walton's reach.
At 2-2, Bean was looking for
her second goal.
She streaked down the middle of the field. After a few
through balls, Bean scored.
In the last 4 minutes of
play, one last dagger by Bean
streaked by the Youngstown
goalie, and the Bison are victorious, 3-2.
Bean commented on her
play by saying, "I personally feel
I could still play even better. I
am focusing on my touch right
now. "
Akingbohungbe agreed, "It
was a hard fought game".
Assistant Coach Cecily
Powell said, "It seemed like two
different games," referring to
the first and second half.
"Second half, there was
much more effort. It was noticeable. There was a lot more competitive effort."
The next Bison home game
will be on October 23rd, at 7Pm.

ROCK from 82

Cusack gives a believable
performance as the uptight
principal of the school where
Dewey is an imposter. Other
key performances include the
bumbling roommate Ted
Schneebly, played by Mike
White, and Ted's nagging
girlfriend, played by the sar-

HEART from 82

so fully that one can see the
past ,present and futures of the
characters. These people are so
fully realized that you understand why Benton did not go
the typically Hollywood route
when translating the novel.
This film isn't about Coleman
defeating his enemies, proving
himself not a racist, and revealing his ancestry. It's more
introverted than that.
What we have here is a
man trying to find a way to
exist, trying to find a way to
simply be. However, the film
does stumble in its attempt at
displaying the more complex
sides of the human conditions,

donic
Sarah
Silverman
("There's Something About
Mary").
If you are in the mood for
some light-hearted laughs
and don't mind marveling at
the
so-cute-its-ridiculous
•
•
comprise, this 1s
a movie
worth seeing.

like the whole notion of
Coleman's release, physically
and spiritually, through his torrid affair with the much
younger Faunia.
Unless I
blinked and missed some kind
of symbolic scene or meaningful look, I just don't get why his
relationship with this woman
causes this cataclysmic need to
confess. Sure, you see the surface of it all (the whole "love
will set you free" thing... dig
it?), but the film is awkward in
its execution.
Nevertheless, you will get
the point. Coleman does eventually find himself and the ticket-buyer will understand whybut maybe not how.

Wrappin" Heads by Fat;i,-.1a
Your full service .salon dedica:t:ed to providing you
u.,it;.h excellen~ servic e

WEDNESDAYS ARE FOR HUii
30% OFF ALL HAIR SERVICES*

OPEN 9 : 00 AM TO 12: 00 PM THURSDAY AND

FR:1.DAY FOR HOMECOMING WEEK

HOMECOMING SPECIAL
Roller Wraps
$.1.S
(LIMITE D T I.ME ONLY)

Relaxer $ 3 0 i ncl~ st:yleFlexiRods $25 & up
S-t:rar.uset; $25 & up
Cri,nps & Deep WAVES $27

Hair Color $.l5 & up
(Natural hair extra}

-

Flips $25
S'treaks &. S-C.yle $55
Trim
$ZO

W-rap and Curl $20 to 23
Updo (any style) $25

,.,

Na.t:ural Hair S1::yling
Pres s & cu r l $ 2 7.00
Tl.VO S t.rand Tt..Vis t
$40 &

Dre a d Locks

$SO &

Hu man Ha i r B r aids

"Enjoy an upscale urban haven
where nothing is more important than
the time, appearance, or feelings of our guests."

Spiral Set: $25

Contl, Turist $36 &up

Cornrows $35 &

up

up

K i nky Turi.st

$ 1: 00 &

Full -Weave-s

up

up

-Nicole M. Cober, Owner (HU Law Alum '96)

$90& up
$60& up
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F.RO M HOWARD SCHOOL OF B USS:INESS
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~
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('availability is limlted and appointments are preferred)
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The College of Arts and Sciences Dean's List for the Academic Year 2002-2003
•

Luqman Abdullah
Chukwunweike
Abolo
Isispeoria
Aboushusha
Nailah Adams
Taj Adams
Emilia Adams
Abiola Adams
Angela Addo
Elias Admassu
George Aduhene
Miriam Ahmed
Olaoluwa
Akinyele
Fofie Akoto
Tracey Albert
Alvedo Alexander
Carla-Maria
Alexander
Reginald
Alexander
Afonne Alimole
Ahkiah Allen
Deenah Allen
Steven Allen
Delenya Allen
Nyahale Allie
Milon Amin
Marinda Anderson
Crystal Anderson
Donovan
Anderson
Aurellia Anderson
Rachel Andre
Sheria Andrews
Lara Andrews
Uchechi Anyanwu
Zelia Archibald
Kara Austin
Adeniyi Awosan
Katrina Badger
Crystal Bailey
Gianna Baker
Mereesa Baptiste
Ginae Barnett
Aeran Baskin
Melanie Beaver
Megan Bell
Bradford Benham
Jerry Best
Pardeep Bhandari
Jessica Blakely
Kandyce Blakely
Daniel Blakemore
Varun Boodrarn

Devan Martin
Michele Martin
Jasmine Martin
Lesina Martin
AddaMassah
Nicole Massop
Mary Mathai
Eryn Mathewson
Chenoa Maye
LaDreena Maye
Kwame Mbalia
Troy McArthur
Krista McBayne
Robinetta
McCants
Jasmine
Mccaulley
Vetisha Mcclair
Stacey Ann
McDonald
Jessica McGhee
Michael McGraw
Christopher
McKnight
Keisha McLean
Travette McNair
Nikkiesha Mcleod
John Meade
Nicole Mebane
Ebony Meeks
Nicole Melton
Jessica Mercer
Robert Metzger
Justin Metzner
Ano Miller
Tabitha Miller
Janie Miller
Sara Mills
Ja'Nae Milton
Floyd Mitchell
Jonathan Mitchell
Kimberly Mitchell
Jan Mitchell
Robert Mitchell
Jo'van Mitchell
Tariq Mix
Ariarn Mohamed
Jade Moniz
Tara Moon
Jerrnar Moore
Alexander Moore
Tashina Moore
Jerrnaun Moore
Sherrnayne Moore
Jason Morancie
Lydell Morrison
Danette Morrison

B6

Nicole Boone
Robert Boone
Shyla Bostick
Lesley-Anne Boxill
Michelle Boyd
SamikaBoyd
Chemeeka Bradley
LaToya Branch
Angelle Brebnor
Randi Bridges
Nicole-Ann Bromfield
Christina Brooks
Sheri Brooks
Courtney Brown
Avione Brown
Nadia Brown
Melissa Brown
Cenita Brown
Amina Brown
Danielle Brown
Teri-Ann Brown
Dominga Brown
Shantelle Brumfield
Leslie Bumbry
Kimberly Burks
Taryn Burns
Jennifer Burrell
Danielle Bynum
Dana Caffee-Glenn
Brandi Cage
Nicole Cammack
Erica Campbell
Silas Cardwell
Kristin Carothers
Deidra Carr
Lachelle Carter
Jolie Carter
Shaun Carter
Ashley Carter
Rey Castillo
Gregory Catchings
Joan Caven
Doreen Caven
Brian Chamberlayne
Rica Charles
Christina Cheeks
Ogechi Chieke
James Childs
Camille Christie
Brian Clark
Patrice Clark
Diana Clark
Pamela Clarke
Temika Clifton
Gerard Clodomir
Jennifer Cohen
Jordan Colbert

Kasey Morrison
Maya Morton
Candice Mosby
Courtney Mosby
Gyasi Moscou-Jackson
Sean Mosley
Claudia Mouamba
Nichole Mounsey
K.adia Mullings
Deepti Muraleedharan
Victoria Murray
Allison Murray
EndeaMurry
Ivan Navas
Maritza Nelson
Aaron Nelson
Melanie Nesbitt
Ronald Newman
Crystal Newsome
Arida Newsum
Leeanet Noble
Sherise Noel
Maiya Norton
Lindsey Norwood
Uchechukwu Nwamara
Ben-Louis Nzewunwah
Joe Philip Nzewunwah
Kilo Nzingha
Toni O'Reggio
Oreofe Odejide
Patrick Odoi
Tierra Odom
Nana Ofosu
Malika Oglesby
Sharonda Oglesby
Erere Ojakovo
Chiamaka Ojimba
Ngozi Okeke
Onyeka Okonkwo
Ganiyat Oladapo
Nihja Oliver
Etin-Osa Osa
Candice Ottley
Tarrah Page
Danielle Palmer
Shibrika Pansy
Nilam Patel
Lisa Paul
Carla Pearson
Catherine Peoples
Robert Peri
Omar Perkins
Kareema Perkins
Danielle Perry
Redahlia Person
Alexis Peskine

Loren Colbert
Otha Cole
Jaclyn Cole
Maya Colemon
Jaida Collins
Patrice Commodore
Simone Cook
Krystal Cook
Christopher Cooper
Roniesha Copeland
Niyah Corbett
Natasha Corbitt
Karamoko Coulibaly
Roshunda Council
Gwendolyn Covington
Tanika Creavalle
Tonya Creavalle
Kristin Crea
Tricia Crosby
Rashele Cross
Cassaundra Cumbess
Sabrina Curtis .
Dwann Davenport
Ndurniso Davidson
Brittany Dawson
Kyla Day
Ebony De Leon
Lana De Souza
Denise DeBrito
Tamara DeSouza
Danielle Demming
Caroline Dennis
Derrick Dennis
Regan Deonanan
Jenee Desmond-Harris
Dinah Dexter
Erin Diamond
Lauren Digby
Melissa Dillette
Lesley Dokes
Christopher·Downes
Danielle Doyle
Krystal Drake
Meghan Drayton
Phillip Duffy
•
Michelle Duguid
Monique Dumas
Grace-Ann Duncan
Solace Duncan
Trellis Duplessis
Jonathan Durant
I
Marteaus Dykes
Briana Earl
Vernon Edmondson
Marquita Edwards
Jimmy Edwards
Ashley Edwards

.

Joycelyn Peyton
Khadia Phillip
Tracy Phillips
Melanie Pilgrim
Kwabena Pobi
Tiffany Polk
Melanie Porter
Kayon Porter
Shirron Posey
David Powell
Leonie Prao
Kourtney Purham
Monika Puri
Lilian Puwo
Erica Rachal
Sulman Rahmat
Usman Rahmat
Latica Ray
Amber Reed
Andrea Reed
RaShonda Reeves
Jenese Reid
Janet Rhodes
LaKesha Rhodes
Jonathan Richardson
Demitri Richmond
Jonathan Riddix
Louie Rivera
Roselyn Roach
Samuel Roberson
Jacquetta Roberts
Rontarius Robinson
Stephen Robinson
Lakesha Robinson
Lisa Robinson
Lynet' Rochelle
Aliya Rocker
Erika Rollins-Tappin
Janelle Rollocks
Lesley-Ann Roper
Denise Rose
Tarnare'al Ross
Sheteka Ross
Felicia Royster
Christopher Rutledge
Ashley Ryles
Billie Saddler
Ann-Sofie Sahlin
Malia Salaam-Steeple
Rodlena Sales
Alicia Savage
Juliette Scantlebury
Alisha Scott
Brianna Scott
Ashley Scott
Nanky Seoke
Jacqueline Sergon

Ugochukwu Egolum
Amber Elliott
Erin Elliott
Wesley Ellis
Tiffany Ellison
Raven Elosiebo
Sylvia Esset
Heather Evans
Alan Evans
Cicely Evans
Angela Everett
Javita Everhart
Quincy Ewell
Robert Ewusie-Moses
Josann Farrell
Ingrid Faulkerson
Ololade Fawole
Raven Featherstone
Brandon Felder
Kyanna Feliciana
Tonesia Fenton
Jeanelle Ferri!
Elizabeth Finley
Colin Flaveny
Danielle Flournoy
DevynFomer
Natasha Fontaine
Kenny Fournillier
Kela Francis
Latina Franklin
Pamela Franklin
Jessica Franklin
James Fridie
Jennifer Gaddy
Jacqueline Gaither
Nicole Gant
Mariel Garcia
Tocarra Gates
Nakeisha George
Neil Gibson
Alicia Gill
Fonta Gilliam
Mehrete Girrnay
Janeen Glah
Ebony Glenn
Natalie Godbee
Mia Goins
Ronald Goodlett
Tia Goodson
Michelle Grainger
Krystal Grant
Tamara Graves
Brian Graves
Donald Gray
George Gray
Lynval Gray
Gregory Grays-Thomas

Fareeda Shabazz
Qadriyyah ShamsidDeen
•
Marshanette Shaw
Brittney Shaw
Dionandrea Shorts
Nia Simmons
James Simmons
Errin Simpkins
Lance Sims
Michael Sindram
Jervonne Singletary
Marquitta Siplin
Aurelia Skipwith
Desiree' Smith
Vincent Smith
India Smith
Casselle Smith
Jacqueline Smith
Brasilia Smith
Kimberly Smith
Shannon Smith
Jamar Smith
Fletcher Smith
Joseph Smith
Jennifer Snipe
Halima Sow
Alexis Speight
Shan Neece Spivey
Nesibneh St Hill
Jennifer Steele
Hugh Steer
Sharla Stevens
Qyana Stewart
Michael Stewart
Kasha Stewart
Mildred Stinson
Shanie Stoddard
Laiesha Stokes
Michelle Stubbs
Tracie Suggs
Rabiah Susberry
Seema Swarninathan
Akilah Swinton
Takara Swoopes
Toxan Tanner
Irina Tantchou
Linda Tatsa
Lashelle Tatum
Gordon Taylor
Kenyetta Taylor
Charla Taylor
Mahkada Taylor
Mona Taylor
Shakir Teal
Ashleigh Terrell
Sernhar Tewelde

Nicole Green
Winnetta Greenlee
Amber Grier
Charisse Griffm
Shaunda Grisby
Hazel Gumbs
Heather Gunn
Jason Haile
Heather Hairston
Theresa Hall
Debra Hall
Brittany Hamelers
Safiya Hamit
Edna Hammett
Justin Hansford
Thomas Hardy
April Harley
Kenisha Harmon
Natasha Harper
Erica Harper
Wilbur Harper
Johnnjalyn Harper
Ashley Harrell
Tasha Harris
Darcy Harris
Alice Harris
Rabiah Harris
Lasana Harris
Elizabeth Harrison
Shayla Hart
Jonathan Hatchell
Reegan Haynes
Timothy Haywood
Nicole Henderson
Tomas Henderson
Chanette Henderson
Triana Henderson
Melanie Henderson
Derrick Henderson
Yusuf Henriques
Jessica Henry
Brandon Henry
Angela Henson
Jimmy Hernandez
Kia Higgins
Ashantice Higgins
HanifHill
Jeri Hilt
Brandon Hogan
Alexis Holloway
Ashley Honore
Brittany Hom
Alexandria Horton
Sharena Howard
John Howard
LaShaya Howie
Brian Huggins

Stephanie Tezky
Kristin Thelemaque
Doria Thomas
Tiffani Thomas
Ashford Thomas
Andante Thomas
Keinan Thompson
Janna Thompson
Keishia Thorpe
Brian Tinsley
Ruth Tisdale
Stephanie Tisdale
Chantaline Todman
Kia Tollett
Porshia Tomlin
Cicely Toomer
Cecelia Townes
Kymberlee Towns
Noelle Trent
Jendayi Trimble
David Trotter
Trudy Trotz
Raymond Tucker
Akilah Tucker
Michael Turnbull
Tiffany Turner
Terri Turner
Russell-Ann Vallie
Ashley Vann
Christopher Varughese
La Niecia' Vicknair
Tryphena Wade
Tunicia Walker
Ave Maria Wallace
Naima Wallace
Brandi Waller
Wajoili Ward
Danielle Ward
April Wardlaw
Lauren Ware
Gary Warner
Angel Warren
Traci Amanda
Washington
Morgan Washington
Michele Watkins
Alistair Watkins
Andrea Watkins
Denise Weathersby
Kimberly
Weatherspoon
Stephanie Webb
Crystal Welch
Shanelle Wells
Sharlette West
Marcia White
Lindsey White

Brianne Hunter
KhayaHyman
Brooke Hyman
Imbi Ichile
Enaruna Igiehon
Esther Ihezie
Latoya Jackson
Terel Jackson
Gregory Jackson
Ticaria Jackson
Tracy Jackson
Tarra Jackson
Leroy Jackson
Keston Jacob
Ahmed Jallow
Arion Jamerson
Brandi James
Sakeema James
Kristy-Lee Jean-Pierre
Kendall Jefferson
Talia Jefferson
Craig Jelks
Simone Jenkins
Kimberly Jenkins
Rachael Jennings
Konahe Jernigan
Kimberly Jernigan
Eleisha John
Antoinette Johnson
Justin Johnson
Rashauna Johnson
Janell Johnson
Julius Johnson
Jaylen Johnson
Brandon Johnson
Melissa Jones
Dajuana Jones
Ashley Jones
Jaquette Jones
Tiffani Jones
Matthew Jones
Kisha Jones
Chelsea Jones
Selena Jones
Celeste Jones
Marlette Jones
Tamra Jordan
Faith Jordan
Kory Jordan
Kendis Joseph
Rhys Joseph
Jemila Joseph
Jessy Joykutty
Kasey Joyner
Udodirim Kaja
NeneK.alu
Maria Kane

Brian K.asoro
Sekinat Kassim
Kristen Kenan
Khary Kenyatta
Shane Khan
Robin Kindred
Sheree King
K.awana King
Karmen Kizzie
Chinyere Knight
Tylon Kondowe
MavisKwaku
JoyKwesiga
Alicia LaChapelle
Gabrielle Lambie
Patricia Lane
Stephanie Larsosa
Binta Lateef
Arin Lawrence
Paulette Lawrence
Stanton Lawyer
Amanda LeMaitre
Healey Lecator
Jodiann Ledford
Ericka Lee
Kira Lee
Debbie Lee
Norma Lee
Ashley Lee
LisaLetren
Chequan Lewis
Sean Lewis
Garnetta Lewis
George Lewis
Christopher Lewis
Joy Lewis
Angela Lipscomb
Arabella
Littlepage
Lakishia Lockhart
Alexis Logan
Tiffany Long
Valline Loten
Genesis Lucas
Jessica MacAuley
Jennifer Maddox
Shari Madkins
Cindy Madkins
Laila Mahmood
Canute Malcolm
Ulric Maligi
MaryManeno
Trinidad Mann
K.avita ManoharMaharaj
Ericka Mapp
Malcolm Marfan

Alana Whittaker
Shamekia Wiggins
Krystle Williams
Jenelle Williams
Sherrelle Williams
Ayana Williams
Krystal Williams
Lauren Williams
Leroy Williams
Sheneika Williams
Latonia Williams
Nicole Williford
Lance Willoughby
Shala Wilson
Justin Wilson
Tanya Wilson
Abeni Wilson-Williams
Veronica Womack
Brian Woodard
Brian Woodward
Crystal Wright
Dwayne Wright
Tiffany Wright
Hanan Yehia
Aida Yesuf
Amber Young
Brandi Young
Jennifer Young
Madelina Young
Neda Yousefian
Olufunmilayo Yusuf
MankahZama
Yetunde Zannou
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California Style "Silky Press & Curl" $27
Touch - Up/ w Treatment $35
Streaks $25
ALEXA"S GENTLE TOUCH HAIR SALON

I

I

Dominican Style Doobies
$18 (Roller Wraps or Wet sets)
ANY WAY YOU WANT ITIII $23
Flips
Crlmpz
Rod Set
Spiral Set
Wrap & Curl
Flexi Rods
Straw Sets
CornRow Twist
Deep Waves

I

2824 Georgia Ave. NW
MICHELLE(202)669-7415
LENA (240) 601 - 8561
One Block From HU Campus
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Five Guys ,Gets a High Five

c s::

,

Tired of McDonald's? Sick
of Subway? Bored with China
Wonder? If so, we have
good news. There's a
new guy on the block.
Well actually, there are
five of them.
The vacant building
on
Georgia
Avenue, once home to
KFC, is now occupied
by a new establishment:
Five Guys
Famous Burgers and
Fries.
For those of us
who frequent the
eateries on Georgia
Avenue, we have been craving
some variety.
Five Guys provides a
great fast-food experience.
It's clean, the service is quick,
and the food is good!
It is also a convenient
place for the college customer. The food is reasonably

priced and can be paid for
with debit cards. The closing
times, 12pm on weeknights

Our View:

rily cater to the Howard
University community.
Five Guys is a local chain
whose stores have been
located in Old Town,
Springfield,
and
Alexandria, Virginia.
We are flattered
that they chose their
first DC store to be at
Howard University.
As always, with the
good comes the bad.
The finger-lickin' good
burgers and fries at Five
Guys aren't exactly a
healthy choice for hungry students.
We are still waiting
for the day when Georgia
Avenue will yield more
restaurants for the health-

Five Guys is a
refreshing addition to
the restaurants on
Georgia Ave.

Professionalism is
Why is professionalism so
often synonymous with being
"corny" in tbe black community? Here at Howard University,
we are encouraged to achieve a
certain level of professionalism
so that once we enter the "real"

interviewer does NOT know
what we're saying.
Despite tbe fact tbat The
Hilltop is a student publication, it should still be respected
as a professional newspaper. A
business-like demeanor is

world, we will fit in
just fine. Sadly, the
student body does not
Our View:
always exemplify such
behavior.
There is no reason
that we should walk
into job interviews
without the proper
attire and etiquette.
For example, many
times students come
to interviews here at
The
Hilltop
improperly mandatory.
dressed and generally ill-preWe have to wonder why
pared for a professional inter- this nonchalant attitude
view. NEWSFLASH: A doo-rag toward professionalism exists.
and tennis shoes are not prop- Is tbis because we are far too
er attire for a job interview. complacent in this utopia
Moreover, the words "nah- called Howard University
mean" and "wussup" are not where many of us share the
appropriate either. And the · commonality of race? We as
next time we are tempted to black people need to shed this
ask, Jet us first remember that underlying presumption that
nine times out of ten, no, tbe we can be so comfortable

around our own race tbat professionalism is optional.
It is important for us to
realize that being business-like
is not only positive, but necessary. In today's competitive
society, we must be prepared
to battle with the
best of them. This
ing
men and
women who know
how to speak proper
English. Therefore,
we must never settle for less than
excellence, simply
because we feel tbat
its entailments are
not particularly "cool." It is our
duty as future leaders to
destroy this false concept that
permeates our community
because it will only poison our
futures and the futures of our
youth who subscribe to it.

Josef Sawyer
Editor-In-Chief

Maryann James
Ruth L Tisdale

Campus Editor
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Copy Chief
Asst. Copy Chief

Soraya McDonald

Melanie Holmes
Tiffany Norwood
Jessica Obabatunde
Shanelle Swinton

Sports Editor

Copy Editors

Lesly Flana~an

Miyanda Jackson

Monica Barbara

Life & Style Editor

and defeat this is to upkeep
the community in which we
reside.
The excuse that our
school is located in an innercity area is not a valid one.
That is no reason to allow our
stores and businesses
around
campus to look
shabby, dirty, and
as if they are barely clinging to life.
lioward has
the capability to
make our area a
pleasant one to
live in, rather than
accepting
substandard conditions as the norm.
We hope to see
some positive changes made
on Georgia Avenue. We
should not be content sitting
on The Hilltop while our surrounding neighborhood sits
in disarray.

The Hilltop

Ashley Kelly

Business Editor
Miriam Ahmed

Business Manager
Chervickia Thomas

Asst. Business Manager

Nation & World Editor

Arren Cyncere Dodson

Arion Jamerson

Advertising Manager

Paginator

Jermaine Roseman

Corey Thomas
Leon Belt

Advertising Solicitor

illustrators

Jay Hardy

Akeya Dickson

Office Manager

Senior Editor
Jodi Hurt
Online Editor

Stephanie Crouch

Campus Editor

Asha L. French

Asst. Campus E itor

Howard should do a
better job of up-keeping
the property it owns
around campus.
hundred and thirty years and
will be for y·ears to come.
If we are going to be here,
it is our responsibility to help
the community.
Many people complain of
the lack of respect that local
area residents have for the
University.
One way to bridge the gap

Aisha Chaney
Managing Editor

Corey Cunningham
Managing Editor

Asst. Sports E itor

Our View:

Despite this, we are
pleased with the new addition
and we hope that Five Guys is
here to stay.

The Nation's Largest Black Collegiate Newspaper

Danielle~

Clean It Up HU!
Owners have an obligation to upkeep their property.
It is important for the
University to care for the
property in this neighborhood. After all, this has been
home to Howard for over a

•

COnSCIOUS.

includes America's
suit-and-tie wear-

We as students need to
be more professional in
our overall behavior.

The next time you get a
chance, take a look at the area
around our campus. You may
be disappointed to notice
quite a few dilapidated buildings,
unsanitary-looking
restaurants, and trash-littered sidewalks.
Things get a little
less than pretty once we
descend the hill upon
which our beautiful
campus sits.
Howard has often
been referred to as
being located in "the
'hood." This classification is largely due to the
physical appearance of
the community around
the campus.
We keep hearing
tbat changes are underway on
Georgia Avenue, but we have
yet to see any evidence of such
pursuits.
This issue is important
considering that Howard
University owns much of the
property in the immediate
vicinity of our campus along
Georgia Avenue.

and 2 pm on weekends, are
perfect for students who eat
late.
We also love that they
give you peanuts while you
wait!
The restaurant has certainly raised the standard for
local restaurants that prima-

Jozen Cummings

Life & Style Editor

Jennifer Williams

Asst. Life & Style Editor
Bernard "Poet" Murray

Sports Editor
Leesa Davis

Mind, Body & Soul Editor
Erica Williams

Asst. Min•d, Body & Soul
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Editor
Cassaundra Cumbess

Maya Gilliam

Photo Editor

Editorial & Perspectives
Editor
Nakisha Williams

Asst.
Editorials & Perspectives
Editor

Lauren Bayne Anderson

Editor-In-Chief Emeritus
Now in its Sodt year, The HiJllop is published every Tuesday and Friday by Haward University students.
Wrth a readership ofmore lhan 10,000, 1he Hilltop is lhe largest Blad<mllegiate newspaper in the nation.
1he opinions expressed on the Editorial Page are the views om,., Hilltop F.ditorial Board and do notneo.,,...,,;Jyrellectthe opinions ofHaward University, its administration,indiwlual lloard.membersorthem,dent
body.
1heopinionsexp1wscdonthePerspectivesPagearethoseoftbemrtlvlrsanddonotl)(',:( s:lmil) tepr..::scut
the views ofthe HiJ11op F.ditorial Board,Howard University, ils admini8lration or the student body.
1he Hilltop enrourages its readers tn share Uw 1,- npinion,a with the newspaper through let la• h. 1he
Editor or Perspectives. All letters sbouhl.indude a complete add, .ss.md telephone munberand sbouhl.be www.t
eleclronically on our wdJsite atwww.
op,:m
com.
TheHilltnpislocatedat,2251ShennanA""-NW,Washington,DC20001andamalsobereadledviaemail
atwww.1hebilltoponline.com,bypboneat(202)8o6-4728andbyfaxat(202)8o6-4,s8.
1he Hilltop reserves the right tn edit letters for spare and grammatical ettots and any inappropriate,
Jibelow, or ddamatory content.All letters must be submitted a week prior to puhtiadkm.
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By Shaka Shaw

By Nakisha Williams
Asst. Editorials & Perspectives
Editor

Feeling Like a
Grandma
I was talking to a little 8-yearold girl the other day and for the
first time in my life I felt old. In a
strange way I almost felt as if I
couldn't at all relate to my little
friend, a child growing up in the
fast-paced "2000s." As an Bos
baby I remember ,vhen things
seemed much simpler. Allow me
to take it back ...
Remember the days when
you were "in" if you rocked dookie
braids, flat tops, LA Gears, and
Cross Colours? Remember playing with My Little Ponies, Teddy
Ruxpin (Elmo's Grandfather), and
Teenaged Mutant Ninja Turtles?
Remember when Kriss Kross used
to make us "Jump," Another Bad
Creation had us wanting to be at
the "Playground," and everyone
knew the hand motions to "Too
Legit to Quit?"? Remember when
computers weren't everyday
necessities and people still used
tapes (GASP! Tapes!?). Whatever
happened to those days?
Today's kids are mini-adults.
When I hear four year olds talking
about how they are "P.I.M.Ps" I
know things have changed. Now,
children are growing up in the
"MIV, BET pop era," and their
innocence is being snatched away
faster than Beyonce shook it in her
"Crazy In Love" video. Little boys
run around trying to imitate what
1V tells them "men" are. Little
girls prance around wearing
clothes that even I wouldn't wear
to the club (there are now thongs
for the 12 and under). It's sad.
Children are "growing up" way too
fast.
Or maybe I'm just at that age
where I'm growing out of touch
with popular culture. After all, I'm
sure adults frowned because I
knew the words to "O.P.P."
Either way, it baffles me how
some of these kids act. But who
can blame them? They have been
desensitized and calloused by
images of war, shooting, fast
women, and foul language. It's all
become "normal."
The world is so much more
advanced now tlian when we were
kids! Now little kids don't have to
rock Osh Kosh Bagosh; there's
Baby Gap. They're not trying to
play outside; they're too busy trying to catch "106 and Park."
Things are ''bigger and better!"
But sometimes I feel like the
smarter we get as a society, the
stupider we become. We have all
of this technology, all of these
advancements and gizmos that do
alot for us, but what are they doing
tous?
I'm not that old. I still laugh at
my dad's old stories of "playing
football with the neighborhood
boys on the street (and you couldn't step on Ms. Johnson's yard!)."
If I told her my stories, Iwonder if
the little girl ,vould laugh at me.. ,
Someday, I anticipate my
children turning up their noses
when I slip into moments of nostalgia ("Mommy ,vhat's a VCR?")
and I feel old. I miss Heavy D
(actually not really). I miss the
innocence of children. I miss the
simple(r) days. And for all our
advancements
and
breakthroughs, for all our ideas on ho,v
to make this world bigger and better, sometimes. it scares me to see
where ,ve're going.
What? Nakisha didn't catch
that because her hearing aid's
out.
Email
her
at
n__j_williams@howard.edu.

The term ''bourgeois" is defined, in
Marxist theory, as a member of the property-owning class, or a capitalist. It is
generally defined as one belonging to the
middle class or, in adjective form, a term
describing one who is "held to be preoccupied with respectability and material
values", according to Dictionary .com.
Abbreviated and colloquialized, the term
"bourgie" is one used in the Black community to describe the upwardly mobile,
income-driven members of the race, or
the ''buppies". Since a capitalist society is
an economic system based on private
ownership of capital, it would only seem
logical that in such a society, social
advancement should be commended.
Social mobility in itself should be commended, especially amongst a race that
claims to have been "held down" well into
the 21st century. However, this is not the
case. It seems as if Blacks are held to an
entirely different standard when it comes
to success. Advances in income and education are rewarded with ostracism and
alienation from within the ranks of the
black community, which is just recently
gaining an economic foothold in America.
Though the term "white guilt" is a
well-known jab at whites' modern-day,
spoken and unspoken apologies for past
wrongdoings, the term "black guilt"
comes to mind when making my point in
this particular manner. It seems as if
Blacks who have "made it", so to speak,
feel the need to be ashamed of their success. Having attended a predominantly
white, high-income suburban high school
and then coming to Howard University, I
have seen many examples of black guilt
among my peers.
We have all seen the strangest of
specimens, the kid whose upbringing was
overwhelmingly Huxtable-esque, but who
dresses and acts like his favorite rapper,
in an attempt to emulate a lower class.

j
This is the same kid who will say he's from
New York City, when he's really from
upstate. This is the same kid who will wile
away his trust fund on throwback jerseys
and sneakers. Given a chance to establish
a new identity for himself, in college, this
person will fabricate and embellish his
own past, strategically leaving out any
sign that his life was more "Dawson's
Creek" than "Dangerous Minds".
The second specimen is the one who
takes a more political approach to black
guilt. She will "go natural" and start
spouting ''back-to-Africa" drivel, transforming from Buppie to Boho. She may
reject the conventional standards of a
capitalist society and may reaffirm her
roots to "Mother Africa", though she has
never been there and most likely cannot
back up most of her rhetoric and behavior
with matching drive or ambition.
I suppose we could take the easy way
out and blame black entertainment for

THE STANDARD

Allow me to thank you for the
constantly improving coverage
(and electronic access to that coverage) that you provide of events
that affect and relate to the
Howard University family. For an
HU alumna like myself, the
Hilltop Online allows me to stay
connected to and informed of
issues of relevance of which I
might not otherwise have knowledge.
Allow me also to remind you
to keep in the fore of your mind
the fact that
Howard University is the
standard of HBCU education.
Articles like Ms. Monica
Barbara's "Behold, A lady'' in
the September 30th addition of
The Hilltop regarding the illmannered and inappropriate
behavior witnessed on Howard's
campus simultaneously make me
happy and sad.
Happy,
because
Ms.
Barbara's individual observation

of this behavior prompted her to
write an article for the uplifting
and edification of fue entire HU
community. Sad, because that
behavior seems to be more common than not of HU students.
This is behavior that is neither
indicative of present and future
greatness, nor worthy of emulation.
To those who have just come,
and to those who have been here
for a while, understand that the
eyes of the black community and
the eyes of white America are on
our institution. When foreign dignitaries such as Nelson Mandela
and Thabo Mbeki come to the
United States, they come to
Howard within a week of arriving.
When major scientific and archeological projects of national and
international relevance, such as
the Human Genome Project and
the Wall Street
Slave Excavation Project seek
a venue in which to base their
research, they come to Ho,vard
University. Howard University
has graduated two Rhodes
Scholars in fue past five years.
Almost every US President since
Franklin Roosevelt has visited
Howard University. There are
over 100 HBCUs in the United

h

creating such terms 1s "ghetto fabulo1 s ,
which implies tha, there is somet':u
positive about poverty, crime, and dise1,franchisement. Television, music, and
film would lead one to believe that Blacks
were a people who reveled in their own
misfortune and embraced ig; ora'l.cP
Just look at shows like "The Parkers
which portrays Blaclc women as un· pologetically lo:ud and ignorant. Even I'h
Fresh Prince of Bel-Air" painted c· 1ca·
tures of affluent Bia, ·ks as sr obbish 1r c
•
greed-driven, na, 1
he 11: c
•
Carlton and Hilll!.1y. Thoug I r )t s01,
the show was enterta1nmg during ., n
it did seem to convey a message .of alien
ation between the Black working ·l·
and the Black bourgeoisie.
' The entertainment industry is not the
guilty party, however, because ert ofte
imitates life. Success sho11ld be c "lcour
aged among all members of tl-ie Plack
community. Those ,vho have made ' ct t

States. How many of those
schools' names register positive
recognition in the halls of Oxford
University, the Parliament of
South Africa, and the Congress of
the United
States?
When you graduate and leave
campus. and/or fue Washington,
DC area, it will only be a matter of
time before you meet an HU
alumnus in your travels. You will
feel your heart jump when you
learn that they, too, attended The
Mecca, whether they graduated
with you or 40 years before you.
Notice the manner in which they
carry themselves. Notice fue hospitality or the genuine interest
fuat they will show you. Try your
hardest to become deserving of
that attention. These men and
women carry the legacy of thousands of HU graduates before
them. When you leave HU, you
will carry this legacy with you, as
well, whe):her you choose to or
not.
Hilltop Staff, remain vigilant
about the work that you do, from
reporting to copy editing and
proofreading. Howard Men,
respect yourselves enough to
respect your female classmates
and each other. Be honest in your
dealings and considerate in your
actions instead of cold. ladies of
Howard, respect yourselves

l
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All HILLTOPICS
are due, paid in full,
the Tuesday and Friday
before
publication date.
Announcements by
campus organizations
for
meetings, seminars or
nonprofit are charged
$5 for the first 20
words and $1 for every
additional five words.
Individuals advertising
for the purpose of
•
•
announcing
a service,
buying or selling are
charged as local companies with a rate of
$10 for first 20 words
and $2 for every 5
words
thereafter. Personal ads
are $2 for the first 10
words and $1 for every
additional 5 words.

Ishyanks for everything. Patience is
a virtue and it's a
quality you clearly
have.

Students, Faculty, and
Staff ...
Top Prices i'aid for
New, Used and
Unwanted textbooks
with resale value.
Taj Book Services
1-800-223-8250
(202) 722-0701
Taj savings since
1982

-Diva
Vl'm finally ready... You
figure out the rest.
-M

ArionI hope your booty
1s eel1ng better.
-Shani

Congratulations
National Society of
Collegiate Scholars
Inductees. General
Body meeting
Monday, Oct. 6th in
Blackburn Forum at
7:00 p.m.

By the way, if you
come to the wall
with me, I can get
some shoes of my
own.

Personals

a,C
Kmberlyguyscame
ough as usual.
Your hard work is
greatly
appreciated.
-Diva

Opportunities
Movie Extras/ Models
Needed
No experience
required, All looks
and ages
Earn $100-$300 per
day.
Call 1-888-820-0167
Ext. DC13

o I gu

to
'n\lnl\l 1\Aff tor Hl\911\Q
O\lt tl\11 1111& l\11\1\Y
yo\l 1rt I l\1naru1 •••
T111y I wtll M'ffl' 111t
obo\lt 11991,,,IP yo\l
1rt In tho l'tdi:ono-••
Anlmoy tl\t wotld would
l\op It yo\l q\lll:, Jodi
tl\11\kl tor tho tlllt bu\

Spring Break
Spring Break '04 with
StudentCity.com and
Maxim Magazine! Get
hooked up with Free
Trips, Cash, and VIP
Status as a Campus Rep!
Choose from 15 of the
hottest destinations.
Book early for FREE
MEALS, FREE
DRINKS and 1503/o
Lowest Price Guarantee!
To reserve online or view
our Photo Gallery, visit
www.studentcity.com or
Call 1-888-SPRING-

my WIii ia W.llt,•• Cory
did you tl!lllt to min•
Clhlld't Driffll!l Q\lotn

your llto II lln • lotlp...
HNIC

-

Washingt:on•s #1
Fit;ness Class is BACK!

BREAK!

A ''Reality'' Spring
Break 2004's Hottest
Prices/ Destinations
Book now..Free Trips,
Meals & Parties Only
with Sunsplash
www.sunsplashtours.com
or 1-800-426-7710
Announcements
Free Hair Styles for
Ad model. Small
Hyattsville home
based salon needs ,
hair,
manicure, and pedicure
models.
Call 301-922-3848

presenr,n •.•
1

· Attention
Hilltop Staff The
.....
Washington Post will in the office all
next week to help with the
Homecoming Issue
-

.

,-

.

Contact Corey @
202.497.2935 or
Corey.Cunningham@
· . HRC.org
Corey_Cunningham
@mail.com
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Register TODAY!!!
301.585.UMAC

G roups of 1 0 or More
Students Get 25o/o Off!

•

·. Sunday: .5,p:m. Style Ed. Marcia
· · · · •·.. . '. :•,;:;,;:
Dav,·s
·:
.· '
'

lt•a TI111e To Get In
TI-le B est Shape Of Your Ufe..

. ,,,.

ONLV$9 9
l::mt:mwrr:

· . .-..:.. -'.•:.·•· ,~--;~6·!,;_;-,._;,-',t[,;',;:el\''",-0;,~i--'--:~-

-

Need An Assistant
Pay is S120 Every
T\vo Weeks. Plus
Some Travel
Opportunities.

C.olle ~gi Fi:t1r1es.§; ~gr;!(Q.111~
C~rrd i0rl<i ckbox~mgi &:/ ~qga

Must Register by Oct. 3, 2003
Spaces Filling Quickly!

Free Shuttle Service to the
1st 25- 50 students
registered by Oct. 3rd.
Shuttle departs nightly from
the Quad@ 6:45pm.

,

.'; .

'. . . : .

Monday:
12:30
p.m.
Copy Editors
....
-,,•·
..

Oct. 6 - Oct. 1 7
Every Week Night
7:30pm - 8:30pm

Universal Martial Arts Ce nte r
8120 Georgia Avenue

Wednesday: 9p.m. Paginators

301.585.8622

j

Thursday: T.B.A. Paginators & Copy
·.· Editors

.§'
&
gl

-

Friday: Homecoming Issue

---'

i:15

E

!Ml Metro to Silver Spring Station

Go South on Georgia Avenue to 8120
UMAC will be on the right side of the street

N
\IV

L------Georgia Avenue

I UMAC I

BYS

MetroBus
Take the 70 Bus to Silver Spring
Get off at Silver Spring Avenue Stop
UMAC is directly across the street
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